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ABSTRACT

The fast growing speed of the size of scholarly data have made it necessary to find out efficient machine learning ways to automatically categorize the data. This thesis aims to build a classifier that can automatically categorize Computer Science (CS) papers based on text content. To find out the best method for CS papers, we collect and prepare two large labeled data sets: CiteSeerX and arXiv, and experiment with different classification approaches including Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression, different feature selection schemes, different language models, and different feature weighting schemes. We found that with large size of training set, Bi-gram modeling with normalized feature weight performs the best for all the two data sets. It is surprising that arXiv data set can be classified up to 0.95 $F_1$ value, while CiteSeerX reaches lower $F_1$ (0.764). That is probably caused by labeling of CiteSeerX is not as accurate as arXiv data set.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Scholarly data is very important for researchers to search for related papers to build the basis for their own research ideas. However, the size of the scholarly data has increased dramatically which cause problems for researchers to efficiently search for relevant and high quality papers. Reported by [23], the most popular scholarly search engine Google Scholar has gathered and indexed more than 160 million scholarly documents into their database. A newly developed database: Microsoft Academic Search (MAS) [29] also contains more than 80 million publications. A major advantages of MAS is that it provides the hierarchical research fields that papers belong to (e.g. Computer Science, Math, Physics, Economics), which can be treated as a classification system. The academic paper classification is very important and useful. For example, when building an academic search engine specializing in a certain area or recommending relevant papers, we need to classify whether a document crawled from the Web belongs to this area. There are numerous techniques to address these problems, but the basic building block is the text classification techniques based on supervised machine learning method.

There are three main aspects regarding techniques of text classification: text pre-processing, feature extraction/selection, classifier. There are lots of mature algorithms and systems related to these techniques. Take algorithms to train classifiers for example: Naive Bayes [21], k-NN [35], SVM [13], Logistic Regression [12]. Each document in training data set is processed into a feature set, along with their pre-assigned class labels (categories), inputted into the classifier. The classifier is trained by using the feature sets of all training documents. Then, for newly received test documents, the
trained classifier extracts feature sets from test documents, and process the feature sets based on the learned knowledge from training set to automatically predict the class labels for test documents. Although text classification is widely studied, there are only few studies focusing on academic papers [7] [14] [19] [3] [5]. We are not clear how accurate we can classify academic papers, and what are the best methods. In this thesis, we specifically focus on the classification of Computer Science (CS) papers. Our research questions are: 1) Can we tell the difference between a CS paper and a non-CS paper? 2) What is the best method for academic paper classification? 3) What are the best parameters for each method? Each classification method has many parameters. Take Naive Bayes [21] method for example, there are different models [6] (e.g., Uni-gram, Bi-gram), different feature selection methods [28] [37] (e.g., mutual information (MI), $\chi^2$, pair-wise mutual information (PMI)), different pre-processing [1] (e.g., stop words, stemming), systemic bias correction [27] (e.g., length normalization and weight adjustment). Due to the unique characteristics of academic papers, the choosing of correct parameters need to be investigated. 4) Whether the neural network approach helps in this area? Given the recent success of deep learning in many domains, we need to check whether approaches spawn from word2vec [22] and sentence2vec [16] can improve the performance.

In this thesis, we conducted a series of experiments on various scholarly data sets, including arXiv [32] and CiteSeerX [10] to find answers of the above questions. Compared with most of the previous works, our main improvement is the huge size of the data set used and various methods and parameters tested. In arXiv data set, each document is labeled with an specific research area such as CS, Math, Physics, and the label is considered accurate because it is self-identified by its authors. The most recent arXiv collection contains 84,172 CS papers and 575,043 non-CS papers. We removed duplicates to avoid the noise introduced by repeated papers. Also, we used sampling to make the sizes of positive and negative classes balanced to eliminate the imbalanced data problem [27]. After duplicate removing and balancing, our arXiv data set collection contains 80K CS papers and 80K non-CS papers, the text of each paper contains title and abstract. On the other hand, CiteSeerX provides a
much bigger data set. Based on their downloadable data source there are 2.1 million documents provided and the whole paper text that parsed from the original PDF file is provided. However, documents are not labeled and there are even documents not belong to academic papers (e.g. manual, report, slides) because all the documents are crawled from the web. In order to solve the labeling problem, we use DBLP [17] data set which is a manually maintained Computer Science bibliography to find intersections with CiteSeerX papers and label the intersection part as CS papers while the remaining CiteSeerX papers as non-CS papers. As a result, we got 665,483 CS papers and 1,452,639 non-CS papers. We also use sampling to make the data set balanced and our experimental CiteSeerX data set contains 600k CS papers and 600k non-CS papers.

The methods we tested include Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) on Uni-gram and Bi-gram models, and MNB and logistic regression on vector representations generated using sentence2vec. We chose these methods due to the scalability issue. We tried other methods, such as the well-known SVM, without success. The experiments are carried on two powerful servers with 256 GB memory and 24 core CPU. Our results show that CS papers can be classified with high accuracy in arXiv data set, while relatively lower accuracy in CiteSeerX data set. As for arXiv data set, most methods can achieve an $F_1$ value above 0.9. The best method is the Bi-gram model using MNB. The out-of-box sentence2vec is inferior to the Bi-gram model by almost 2 percent. Interestingly, removing stop words helps in all the methods, even in sentence2vec, while stemming has limited impact. Historically, PMI is considered inferior in text classification [34]. We show that when the training data is large, it out-performs MI and $\chi^2$. And for CiteSeerX data set, the highest $F_1$ value is around 0.764, also achieved by Bi-gram models, with PMI selected features. Due to labeling and text cleanness problems, CiteSeerX classification results are not as good as arXiv. Moreover, through several feature weight normalization approaches, the classification $F_1$ value can be improved, especially the gap between precision and recall can be lowered which infer a better classification result even $F_1$ measure values are similar.
CHAPTER 2

Review of The Literature

This chapter reviews the previous researches and publications on academic paper classification approaches and some related text classification techniques.

2.1 Academic Paper Classification Approaches

2.1.1 Classify Biomedical Articles

[7] automatically classify whether a biomedical article has direct relations to the areas of 6 proteins / polypeptides topics. Their classification system is a typical two class scenario (positive class and negative class).

Data Set and Labeling

They gathered a corpus of abstracts from the MEDLINE database that contains large amount of biological article information. They query the names of the six proteins / polypeptides topics and download the top 500 returned articles for each protein and finally obtained a data set with 2,889 abstracts. One of the authors manually labeled each of the 2,889 abstracts. The criterion to label an abstract into positive class is that the abstract must clearly and evidently indicate that protein $x$ is found in location $y$ of this abstract.
Methodology

Before applying the classification algorithms to their data set, they pre-process the abstract text by using stemming technique. They applied their baseline method: sentence co-occurrence predictor and Naive Bayes as classification algorithms to apply to the stemmed data set. Their baseline algorithm is a simple method that treat a document as positive only if a protein and sub-cellular location occur in the same sentence inside the document. As for Naive Bayes, they used class term frequency and add-one smoothing to estimate the conditional probability $P(t|c)$ for a word $t$ being in a class $c$, which can be also called as Multinomial Naive Bayes. They used cross validation evaluation method to test the class label (positive or negative) for each document (abstract) by using other documents as training set. The measurement they used are precision and recall, precision is the ratio of correct positive predictions out of all positive predictions, and recall is the ratio of correct positive predictions out of all real positive documents.

Results

They plotted the precision and recall curves for the baseline algorithm: sentence co-occurrence and Naive Bayes. At the same recall level, Naive Bayes can reach higher precision. They concluded that when recall = 25%, the precision for baseline algorithm is 44% and the precision for Naive Bayes algorithm is 70%.

2.1.2 Categorize Papers based on ACM CCS Categories

[14] proposes an approach to categorize CiteSeer papers into 268 different categories based on the ACM CCS class definition.

Data Set and Labeling

Their data set was obtained from CiteSeer (later known as CiteSeerX). They mentioned that they gathered 1,164,939 academic papers and found out 31,121 of them contain author-assigned ACM tags. The ACM tags belong to the ACM’s Computing
Classification System (CCS), which is a three level classification tree that defines the hierarchical set of computer science research categories. There are 369 different ACM CCS tags found among all the 31,121 papers. However, 101 ACM CCS tags own less than 10 papers, which they considered too small. They used the remaining papers within the remaining 268 ACM CCS tags as their labeled training set, each paper is labeled with one unique ACM CCS tag.

**Methodology**

The authors didn’t mention the details of their text pre-processing steps. Assume they used the original un-normalized text as input and separate each distinct word as features. As for their training set used for the classifier, they sampled 10 papers in each of the 268 ACM CCS categories and construct a training set with 2,680 papers. They only used one classification algorithm: k-NN, which is an approximity based algorithm that predict the class label of a test document by comparing the classes distribution of its nearest k neighbors, and choose the most common (or top k common) class among the neighbors to assign to the test document. They choose the top 3 (or 6, 9, 12) common classes assigned to each test document.

They didn’t use the cross validation scheme to evaluate the classifier, instead, they used the 2,680 labeled papers to test all the remaining (around 1 million) un-tagged papers in their CiteSeer data set collections. They built a user based system, to let users judge the precision of the ACM CCS tags assigned to the test papers.

**Results**

Their system users were asked to judge the relevance of the returned ACM CCS tags by three precision levels: very relevant (level 2), relevant (level 1), or irrelevant (level 0). Their average precision value is 1.4.
2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1.3 Classify using Logistic Regression

[19] conducted text classification on multiple data sets by using logistic regression algorithm.

Data Set and Labeling

They experimented with three kinds of data sets. The first data set is Cora, which contains 4,187 papers in the research area of machine learning, each of the paper has pre-defined class label that categorize the paper into one of the seven possible sub-topics within machine learning. The second data set they used is CiteSeer. They gathered around 3,600 papers with pre-defined six categorizes: Agents, Artificial Intelligence, Database, Human Computer Interaction, Machine Learning and Information Retrieval, each CiteSeer paper is assigned with one of the six categorizes. The last data set they used is WebKB, which contains web pages from four computer science departments. The class labels are also pre-defined, which are the topics of the web page. The categorizes include faculty, student, project and course. They gathered 700 web pages, each page can be treated as a text document with one of the four categorizes.

Methodology

They used stemming and stop words removal to pre-process the document text of both the three data sets. They also removed rare words in the text, but they didn’t provide the specific definition of rare word. For Cora data set, after pre-processing, the whole data set contains 1400 different words (size of dictionary). For CiteSeer data set, the size of the dictionary is 3000; and the dictionary size of WebKB data set is 2338.

The authors used Logistic Regression as their classification algorithm to calculate the conditional probability distribution of document $X$ under class $c$ by $P(c|OA(X), LD(X))$. $OA(X)$ is the content attributes of document $X$, which include text information such as title, abstract and full text, and $LD(X)$ is the link features (citation links). Note
that this paper used the citation links to improve the classification results, compared with pure text classification using Logistic Regression. Since we only focus on full text classification, we only discuss about their full text classification methodology and results. In the multi-class classification scenario, they trained one-against-others model for each class to transfer it into two-class classification problem. For the testing process, select the class that has the highest posterior probability.

**Results**

For the three data sets, the authors separated them into three sub sets equally to conduct 3-fold cross validation to test the accuracy of their classification system. Table 1 shows their classification results when only using content $OA(X)$ as the attributes of documents. We can see the accuracy and $F_1$ measure for WebKB are much higher than Cora and CiteSeer.

**2.1.4 Lower Feature Dimensionalities**

[3] discussed about lowering feature dimensionality to simplify the complexity of classifiers.

**Data Set and Labeling**

The authors used the similar data sets with the previous related work. Two data sets are used, one is Cora, the other is CiteSeer. Different from [19], they didn’t explore the citation links between papers. Their gathered Cora data set contains 3,191 machine learning papers, each of them has been labeled into one of the seven classes. CiteSeer contains 3,186 labeled papers, in total there are six classes.
Methodology

Compared with [19], this paper dig out more about the effect of feature dimensionality to the classification results. They mainly used three different kinds of methodologies to lower the feature dimensionality:

- **Mutual Information algorithm**: measure the dependency between a feature and a specific class. If a feature is highly related to only one specific class, the feature should has higher scores.

- **Topic Models**: transfer the text of the paper \((w_l, c_l)\) into a set of topics \((\theta_1^l, ..., \theta_m^l, c_l)\), \(\theta_i^l\) is the probability of topic \(i\) in paper \(w_l\), \(c_l\) is the class label of paper \(w_l\).

- **Feature Abstraction**: find clusters of similar features to reduce the feature dimensionality. Input the whole data set \(\mathcal{D} = (W_l, c_l)_{l=1,...,N}\), output an abstraction hierarchy \(\tau\) over the whole vocabulary space \(\mathcal{V}\). Abstraction hierarchy is a rooted tree that internal nodes correspond to abstracted features (clusters of words).

They used two classification algorithms: SVM and Logistic Regression.

Results

They used 5-fold cross validation for all the evaluation experiments. They showed several plots to present the comparison of classification results. Different plots show the feature selection results comparison on different data set (Cora / CiteSeer) and different classification algorithms (SVM / Logistic Regression). From their experiment results, Logistic Regression and SVM only have slight performance differences, and Cora data set can produce higher classification accuracy than CiteSeer data set.

However, the performance of different feature selection algorithms varies greatly. The performance of feature selection algorithms are showed by classification accuracy curves. The authors used two topic models, one is topic distribution, the other is topic words. Topic distribution performs much worse than Mutual Information and abstract features, and topic words performs similar (slightly worse) than feature
abstract. In all of their plots, Mutual Information accuracy curves are similar with abstract features accuracy curves, and both of them can reach a better classification accuracy compared with using all features to do classification.

2.1.5 Feature Representation for Academic Papers

[5] proposed a new way of feature representation to improve the classification system especially for academic papers. Their classification goal is to identify whether a crawled document is an academic paper.

Data Set and Labeling

They used two data sets. They crawl 833 documents from the web by themselves to construct their first data set, and the second data set is obtained from CiteSeerX, including 1,409 documents. They manually labeled each document into positive or negative class. Positive corresponds to research articles that including academic papers published in conferences, journals, or book chapters, technical reports. Negative corresponds to other non research article documents, including long documents, books, slides, brochures, even news, agenda, etc.. Based on their manual labeling, for the first crawled data set, they labeled 352 docs into positive and 481 as negative. For the second CiteSeerX data set, they labeled 811 docs into positive, while 598 as negative.

Methodology

They proposed the novel way for feature representation that they called: structural features. Based on the trait of academic papers, the authors summarize 27 different structural features to represent a document:

- 2 File Specific Features: FileSize, PageCount
- 11 Text Specific Features: DocLength, NumWords, NumLines, NumWordsPg, NumLinesPg, RefRatio, SpcRatio, LnRatio, UcaseStart, SymbolStart
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- 6 Section Specific Features: Abstract, Introduction, Conclusion, Acknowledge, References, Chapter

- 8 Containment Features: ThisPaper, ThisBook, ThisReport, ThisThesis, ThisManual, ThisStudy, ThisSection, TechRep

Note that Section Specific Features and Containment Features are valued with binary True or False. For Section Specific Features, if a document has the corresponding sections, e.g. abstract, they the feature is valued as True. For containment features, if the corresponding word occurs in the document, then it is labeled as True. Based on their method, the feature dimensionality of each document is lowered into 27 dimensions, which is much smaller than traditional bag of words.

Results

They also compared their method with bag of words feature representation. For the first data set (crawled), there are 7,443 distinct words in total, and 15,248 distinct words in the second data set (CiteSeerX). They experimented with 5 algorithms: SVM, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Forest.

For the results of the crawled data set, using their structural features, SVM achieved the highest $F_1$ measure value, which is 0.854, and except Naive Bayes, all the other algorithms produced similar classification results. By using bag of words, Naive Bayes reaches the best $F_1$: 0.749. For the CiteSeerX data set, using structural features, still, except Naive Bayes (0.801), all the other four algorithms performs similar, while Random Forest is the best (0.863). However, if using bag of words model, Naive Bayes (0.772) outperforms SVM (0.680) greatly.

2.2 Researches on Text Classification and Feature Selection Algorithms

In this section, we focus on more comprehensive comparison of different text classification and feature selection algorithms. Most of the previous researchers conducted
more thorough text classification experiments on more popular data sets such as Reuters-21578, instead of academic paper data sets. This section aims to summarize their conclusions on most commonly used algorithms.

2.2.1 Comparison of Classification Algorithms

[36] thoroughly compares the performances of 5 different text classification algorithms: SVM, k-NN, LLSF (Linear Least Squares Fit), NNet (Neural Network) and NB (Naive Bayes).

They also simply used two popular feature selection algorithms: $\chi^2$-statistic and information gain to produce the feature ranks. However, the major goal of this paper is still the performance comparison of different classification algorithms, the feature selection algorithm is only an auxiliary tools for test the classification algorithms based on different feature sizes. Their experimental settings are shown as follows:

- SVM: use both linear and non-linear kernels provided by SVMlight.
- k-NN: set k to 45 which is based on their previous conclusion of parameter optimization.
- LLSF: set singular value to 500 based on their previous conclusion of parameter optimization.
- NNet: set the number of hidden units in the middle layer to 64.
- NB: default parameters.

The data sets they used are Reuters-21578 and Reuters-21450. They used cross validation scheme to evaluate the classification algorithms, the measurement used include micro average precision, micro average recall, micro average $F_1$ and macro average $F_1$. Based on the results of experiments on full feature set, for micro average $F_1$, they concluded the performance ranking for the 5 algorithms as follows:

$$SVM > kNN \gg \{LLSF, NNet\} \gg NB$$
And for the macro average $F_1$, they concluded the performance ranking for the 5 algorithms as follows:

$$\{SVM, kNN, LLSF\} \gg \{NB, NNet\}$$

Actually for all the 5 algorithms, with the increase of the feature size, the trend of $F_1$ measure is also increasing. When the feature size is large enough, the $F_1$ measure of all the 5 algorithms can increase higher than 0.8. But still, the performance curves of SVM, k-NN and LLSF are better than NB and NNet.

### 2.2.2 Improvement on Naive Bayes

Although [36] concluded that more sophisticated algorithms such as SVM can outperform Naive Bayes, however, the time and space complexity of executing SVM are much higher than Naive Bayes. Especially, in the case of text classification, the number of features can be much larger compared with other kinds of classification scenario. Therefore, Naive Bayes is still very popular in the field of text classification. Actually several previous researchers have proved that even though the independent assumption of Naive Bayes can be unrealistic in most of the text classification scenarios, Naive Bayes can still performs surprisingly well [21].

The authors in [21] illustrated two model for Naive Bayes: Bernoulli Model and Multinomial Model. Bernoulli Model uses the presence or absence of words in a text document as features to represent a document. The words’ frequencies in document are not taken into consideration. Multinomial Model in contrary, capture the frequencies of features in each document, and use the features’ total class frequencies (total occurrences in all documents of the class) to estimate the probabilities. They used four data sets (Yahoo, Newsgroups, Industry Sector, WebKB) to do experiments and their results showed that Multinomial Model performs better than Bernoulli Model in text classification scenarios.

Another paper [27] described how to improve Naive Bayes algorithm to make it more accord with Multinomial Model. They used three steps processing to normalize feature weight instead of using term frequency (TF) directly:
1. **Use Log Term Frequency**: [27] claimed that power law distribution can better model text. Their experiments showed that usually term frequency probability distribution curve has a heavier tail than power law distribution curve. When the term frequency value increase, the gap between the term frequency of real text and power law keep expanding, which means the term frequency probability of power law drops quicker than real text. [27] also showed that log term frequency can make term frequency probability distribution proportional to power law distribution, which can model the text and feature weight better. Using log calculation, the term frequency can be transformed into:

\[ d_{ij} = \log(d_{ij} + 1) \quad (1) \]

2. **inverse Document Frequency (iDF)**: discount the weight of features by their document frequency. Document frequency of feature \( d_{ij} \) means how many documents have \( d_{ij} \). The iDF calculation can be expressed as follows:

\[ d_{ij} = d_{ij} \log \sum_k \frac{1}{\sum_k \delta_{ik}} \quad (2) \]

3. **Length Normalization**: discount the term frequencies of long documents to diminish the dominant effect of long documents to the classification results.

\[ d_{ij} = \frac{d_{ij}}{\sqrt{\sum_k (d_{kj})^2}} \quad (3) \]

For the smoothing of Naive Bayes parameter estimation, they also experiments lots of smoothing factors. Instead of add-one smoothing which is a commonly used factor, they concluded that factor with value \( 10^{-4} \) is better for Multinomial Model of Naive Bayes algorithm. They used three different data sets: Industry Sector, 20 Newsgroups and Reuters to do the experiment, the classification results all show that the normalized feature weight can produce much better classification accuracy.
2.2.3 Comparison of Feature Selection Algorithms

There are two major branches of feature selection schemes, one is filter method, the other is wrapper method. Due to the complexity of wrapper method and the high dimensionality of feature space in text classification scenario, filter method is commonly used. [28] compared and concluded the most efficient filter feature selection algorithms for text classifiers. They experimented with two data sets: Reuters-21578 and small portion of Reuters Corpus Version 1 (RCV1). The filter feature selection algorithms used include Document Frequency (DF), Information Gain (IG), \( \chi^2 \). They concluded that \( \chi^2 \)-statistic (CHI) consistently outperformed other feature selection criteria for multiple classifiers and the two data sets they used (Reuters-21578 and small portion of Reuters Corpus Version 1). They also concluded that cut the low DF features (delete them from feature set) can boost the performance for almost all the classification algorithms (including Naive Bayes, k-NN, SVM.), which also showed that \( \chi^2 \)-statistic (CHI) is unreliable for rare words. In their Micro-\( F_1 \) measure for the different combinations of classifiers and feature selection algorithms, the results are highly clustered by classifiers, and SVM outperforms other classifiers which Naive Bayes is the worst. However, they also mentioned that a good feature selection method enables KNN to surpass SVM’s performance.

[30] proposed another feature selection approach especially optimized for Naive Bayes. They claimed that unlike the existing filter feature selection algorithms, their approach can maximize the discriminative performance especially for Naive Bayes text classification. Their approach is based on \( J \)-divergence, which is derivative from KL-divergence. Their calculation equations are shown as follows:

\[
\mathcal{K}\mathcal{L}(P_1, P_2) = \int_x p(x|H_1) \log \frac{p(x|H_1)}{p(x|H_2)} dx = \sum_{i=1}^{M} p_{i1} \log \frac{p_{i1}}{p_{i2}}
\]

\[
\mathcal{J}(P_1, P_2) = \mathcal{K}\mathcal{L}(P_1, P_2) + \mathcal{K}\mathcal{L}(P_2, P_1)
\]

The transformation of the first equation is due to the discrete distribution of features in text classification scenario. \( M \) is the vocabulary size, and \( p(x|H_i) \) is the conditional probability of feature \( x \) being in class \( c_i \). They experimented with 20-
Newsgroups data set, and the classification result curves showed that their proposed feature selection algorithm performs better than DF and $\chi^2$. Especially when the number of features is small, the performance gap between traditional method (such as $\chi^2$) and their proposed $J$-divergence algorithm is bigger.

2.3 Summary

As a conclusion, the most common drawbacks of the previous work is the small size of training data set. None of them used larger than 10,000 documents to train classifier. Especially in the academic paper classification scenario, due to the huge amount of academic research fields and the long document length, the amount of terminologies used can be quite huge so that smaller data set cannot well represent enough features used in academic papers. As for the academic paper classification results achieved by previous researchers, most of them are not good enough. [7] claimed 0.7 precision with Naive Bayes; [19] achieved 0.551 $F_1$ and 0.6 accuracy with Logistic Regression on CiteSeerX data set, and with almost the same data set, [3] achieved 0.7 accuracy with SVM with reduced feature dimensionality. [5] reached 0.86 (CiteSeerX) with Random Forest on structural features, 0.77 (CiteSeerX) with Naive Bayes on bag of words model.

When the size of training data set largely increase, lots of problems need to be considered. Firstly, the classifier efficiency problem need to be considered, more complex algorithms such as SVM maybe infeasible on bigger training data size. [14] uses k-NN to train a classifier with 268 classes, and each class only has 10 training documents. The training data size is extremely small and the efficiency of k-NN is also very low compared with other algorithms. Secondly, labeling problem can also be a difficulty. [14] [19] [3] described that the labels are provided by the data set itself, while [7] [5] manually labeled the whole training data set. However, when the data set size is too large, it is impossible to manually inspect every document to assign class labels. Thirdly, the related works on academic paper classification didn’t well utilized the feature selection algorithms. For example, the best reported algorithm $\chi^2$
haven’t been used. [5] proposed the structural features. Although they proved that their classification results are better than using bag of words features, the workload for finding out and valuing each structural features in every document is very huge, which will become an impossible task if the training set size is large.

Apart from the above difficulties, advanced language modeling such as N-gram language modeling haven’t been utilized into academic paper classification scenario, the previous researchers merely use single words as features, didn’t consider the phrases. Moreover, length variation issues of academic papers haven’t been considered yet, which can also cause problems to the classification system. Advanced feature weight representation haven’t been considered too, most of them only use the original value of word occurrences in document (or called Term Frequency) to represent the feature weight, which is not strong enough for a more complex text environment.
The first step of text classification is to obtain the training data set contain enough amount of both positive (CS) and negative (non-CS) class documents. Compared with previous works, one of the major improvement of this thesis is to largely increase the size of training data set to include enough instances that can represent multiple research fields. In the sections below, we will introduce two big scholarly data set that can be used as our big training data set.

3.1 CiteSeerX

CiteSeerX [10] [15] [18] [33] is a huge academic research paper digital library. For more than ten years, it automatically crawled more than 2 million scientific literature. The data set can be obtained from Amazon S3. For each academic paper, CiteSeerX data set provides the paper full text and the paper metadata. Full text is parsed from the original crawled PDF format documents. Metadata is further parsed from the full text using SVM header parser. Metadata includes paper title, authors (name, affiliation), published venue, published year, abstract, etc. CiteSeerX also uses ParsCit to extract the citation strings from the reference part of documents. The original text of each reference is extracted as raw citation string and metadata in raw citation string is further parsed including cited paper title, authors, year, published venue etc..
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DBLP</th>
<th>CiteSeerX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Papers</td>
<td>2,797,143</td>
<td>2,118,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Areas</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>All Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Collection</td>
<td>Manually Collected</td>
<td>Crawled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Richness</td>
<td>Title Authors</td>
<td>Title Authors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Published Venue</td>
<td>Affiliations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pages Year</td>
<td>Published Venue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pages Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Correctness</td>
<td>High (manually maintained)</td>
<td>Low (Automatically parsed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Text</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2: Comparison between CiteSeerX and DBLP**

3.1.1 Labeling using DBLP

Based on our observation, part of the academic papers in CiteseerX data set don’t belong to the field of computer science, even don’t belong to academic papers. We have found papers that belongs to the field of chemistry (e.g. Document 10.1.1.157.7467 with title ”Educating Chemical Engineers in Product”), Geology (e.g. Document 10.1.1.6.7639 with title ”Earthquake nucleation and its relationship to earthquake clustering”), even more unrelated areas such as education (e.g. Document 10.1.1.123.9915 with title ”National Report on the Development of Education in Kenya”).

On the other hand, DBLP [17] is a computer science bibliography. It has collected computer science research papers that published in all important journals and conferences on computer science. DBLP splits research papers into several categories based on their published sources, the major paper types are conference papers, journal papers, books, Ph.D. thesis. For most of the papers, the metadata contains titles, authors, years, pages, URL of the paper, venue name (conference or journal), crossref (the ID of the venue). However, the DBLP data set didn’t contain the abstract, full text and references. Therefore, the DBLP data set itself can’t be used to do full text related experiments.

Table 2 lists the major differences between CiteSeerX and DBLP data set. Considering CiteSeerX provided paper full text, also contained papers from both Computer Science (CS) research areas and not Computer Science (non-CS) research areas, it can
be used as a good source of our big scholarly training data set. The only problem is how to separate the CiteSeerX data set into two parts of papers: CS and non-CS. Our solution is to use DBLP data set to identify Computer Science papers in CiteSeerX data set. Since all DBLP papers are belong to Computer Science categories, the intersection set of CiteSeerX and DBLP can be treated as CS papers, the remaining CiteSeerX papers can be treated as non-CS papers.

3.1.2 Separate Classes: Merging of CiteSeerX and DBLP

As shown in Fig. 1, CiteSeerX data set can be separated to two subsets using DBLP. The merged subset can be labeled as CS papers, the remaining CiteSeerX subset can be labeled as non-CS papers. These two subsets construct our first big scholarly data set, which contains 2.1 million papers.

Problems and Difficulties

One obvious solution of merging CiteSeerX and DBLP is to utilize the metadata of papers. Since both CiteSeerX and DBLP provide paper metadata (e.g. title), it is easy to just select one kind (or multiple kinds) of metadata and perform string comparison to the metadata in CiteSeerX and DBLP.

However, the problem is the low accuracy of automatically parsed CiteSeerX metadata. Based on our manual inspection and investigation, CiteSeerX data set contains mal-formed and incorrect extracted metadata. Error occurs when automatically extract metadata [4]. Full text of the academic papers has uncertain and disordered
formats. Lots of paper titles didn’t appear in the start position of the full text as expected. Titles and author lists mixed together with the full text. The disordered full text formats lead to the difficulty of parsing metadata. Even though they proposed the metadata cleaning process [24], errors still exist. For example, some section subtitles were identified and parsed as paper title, such as ”related work” (e.g. Document 10.1.1.117.7236), ”experiment” (e.g. Document 10.1.1.224.908), ”acknowledgements” (e.g. Document 10.1.1.101.7199). This may cause by wrongly identifying of the title position in the full text. In some other cases, the venue information or author affiliations were identified as title strings. As the example shown in Fig. 2, the first line of the full text is the name of the published conference of this paper, and the real paper title is located in the 4-th line. However, CiteSeerX parsed metadata treat the first line as paper title. Moreover, [4] proposed an algorithm to purify CiteSeerX by using DBLP, which can be equivalent to the merging of CiteSeerX and DBLP. Instead of using pure string comparison, they use N-gram language modeling to normalize both CiteSeerX and DBLP paper titles. Then they use Jaccard Similarity to compare the two normalized paper titles. Meanwhile they also use author set ((a_c \subseteq a_d \text{ or } a_d \subseteq a_c)) and page comparison (p_d \approx p_c) as an auxiliary comparison method. Their result shows that when using 3-gram to normalize titles and only using paper title to compare, the highest evaluation score ($F_1$ measure: a harmonic mean between precision and recall) can reach 0.77 when set Jaccard Similarity threshold to 0.7. We consider that their merging result is not good, with nearly 30% wrongly identified papers. Moreover, even though their 0.77 result is not convincing too, since lots of the paper title metadata in CiteSeerX are inaccurate.

In order to avoid the inaccurate CiteSeerX metadata, we propose a novel approach to find intersection between CiteSeerX and DBLP. Our algorithm is described in the
indexed fields (for each paper).
  First 400 words of full text.
  Paper ID.
  Title Metadata.
  Authors Metadata.

TABLE 3: Full Text Index for CiteSeerX

following section.

3.1.3 Merging Algorithm

The idea of our approach is to utilize the paper full text in CiteSeerX data set, since the real metadata can be found in paper full text. For example, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), all the essential metadata can be found in paper full text. Title is found in the 4th line. Published venue information is found in the 1st line, and author list information is found in the 2nd line. Having this basis, the core concept of our approach is to search DBLP metadata in CiteSeerX paper full text. Note that the metadata in DBLP is manually maintained, the accuracy and precision of the metadata can be well ensured.

- **Incrementally search** DBLP metadata in CiteSeerX paper full text.

- Searching priority: \textit{title} > \textit{authorList} > \textit{venue}

- Gradually reduce the matched CiteSeerX papers to minimum level to obtain more precise match.

Indexing CiteSeerX Full Text

The total amount of whole CiteSeerX paper full text is extremely large (more than 100 GB). It is impossible to directly search DBLP metadata in 100 GB full text. Thus, we use Lucene [11] to build index for the CiteSeerX full text to increase the searching efficiency.

Different index fields can be created for each document, and all the fields are related. Indexing can significantly increase the efficiency when searching for matched strings. As we can see in Table 3, we created 4 fields in Lucene to index the contents
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separately. Among these fields, Paper ID is the unique identification of a paper in CiteseerX (DOI). Doc ID can be used to quickly locate the relevant files in the data set. And text field is extracted from the full text files, but we only index the first 400 words of the text instead of the whole text, since the purpose of indexing text is to find the possible titles and the titles usually appear in the first few lines. And moreover, if we include too many text of a paper (especially the tailing part), it can cause some other paper titles included, e.g. cited paper titles listed in references. Paper full text need to be normalized before add into Lucene index. We only do lightweight normalization for full text here by lowering case for all English letters and delete punctuation. As for index searching, we use a highly efficient Lucene function called: MMapDirectory to search the full text field of the index. We also visualize our indexed CiteSeerX data set via web page search engine using Django web framework [8].

Incremental Search

Algorithm 1 shows the whole process of data set merging to create our big scholarly training set. For each of the 2.8 million DBLP papers, use title metadata to search the CiteSeerX full text index $I_c$. If only one CiteSeerX match returned, directly add the match into the merged data set. However, if multiple CiteSeerX matches returned, more metadata need to be used to further purify the matching result. Considering the case that DBLP title may match some incorrect titles, which means match a part of the full text that is not the CiteSeerX paper real title. Such cases could happen especially when DBLP title is short. Thus, using other DBLP metadata (e.g. authors, venue) can prevent such wrong matches. We call this process as ”incremental search”.

As can be seen in Algorithm 1, if multiple CiteSeerX papers are matched with one DBLP title searching, incremental search further extracts authors and venue metadata and split the two metadata into words, search each word in every matched CiteSeerX papers’ full text. There are two stop criterion for the incremental search iteration process: one is all of the authorList, venue words has been searched and all the remaining CiteSeerX matches will be retained; the other is before all the
### Algorithm 1 Data Set Merging Algorithm

**Require:** DBLP \( \mathcal{D} \), CiteSeerX full text index \( I_c \)

initialize merged set \( C_D = \emptyset \)

for each paper \( p_i \) in \( \mathcal{D} \) do

\( t_p \leftarrow \) getTitle\( (p_i) \)

\( \{t_a\} \leftarrow \) getAuthorTerms\( (p_i) \)

\( \{t_v\} \leftarrow \) getVenueTerms\( (p_i) \)

normalize \( t_p \), all \( t_a \in \{t_a\} \), all \( t_v \in \{t_v\} \)

\( \{Hit\} \leftarrow \) searchIndex\( (I_c, t_p) \)

if only one \( Hit \) found then

add \( [p_i, Hit] \) into \( C_D \)

else

for each \( t \) in \( \{t_a\} + \{t_v\} \) do

for each \( Hit \) in \( \{Hit\} \) do

if \( t \) not in \( Hit.fullText \) then

delete \( Hit \) from \( \{Hit\} \)

end if

end for

if size of \( \{Hit\} \) = 0 then

roll back to the \( \{Hit\} \) at last iteration

break

end if

end for

add \( [p_i, \{Hit\}] \) into \( C_D \)

end if

end for

Return \( C_D \)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>in DBLP</th>
<th>not in DBLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Class ↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in DBLP</td>
<td>33 (TP)</td>
<td>2 (FN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not in DBLP</td>
<td>1 (FP)</td>
<td>64 (TN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4: Confusion Matrix for the Merging Algorithm

3.1.4 Evaluation of the Merging Algorithm

From the 2.1M CiteSeerX papers, we randomly select 100 papers and manually label them as positive class (in DBLP) or negative class (not in DBLP). We use the following four steps to manually label each CiteSeerX paper:

1. Check full text to manually obtain the real paper title.
2. Search the real paper title in DBLP title index.
3. Compare authors. Matched paper should have same title and authors.
4. If there are difficulties to judge the paper (e.g. no authors given), search and download the original PDF paper to compare with DBLP metadata.

Finally we labeled 35 out of 100 papers as positive class, and we applied the 100 sampled set to the incremental search algorithm. We use the confusion matrix to record the result. 34 papers are predicted as positive, only 1 of them are False Positive. And False Negative is 2. The Precision is 0.971, Recall is 0.943 and $F_1$ measure is 0.957. Table 5 shows the 3 False cases. For the FP case, the DBLP title is the prefix of the matched CiteSeerX paper title, and the author of the two papers are the same. For the two False Negative cases, both of the matches are reduced by incremental search due to lack of meta data in the matched CiteSeerX documents.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wrong Case</th>
<th>CiteSeerX Paper</th>
<th>DBLP Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$FP_1$</td>
<td>Scalable Load-Distance Balancing in Large Networks</td>
<td>Scalable Load-Distance Balancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FN_1$</td>
<td>Proving and Disproving Termination of Higher Order Functions (Lack of authors, deleted by incremental search)</td>
<td>Proving and Disproving Termination of Higher Order Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FN_2$</td>
<td>Bitvalue Inference Detecting and Exploiting Narrow Bitwidth Computations (Lack of venue, deleted by incremental search)</td>
<td>Bitvalue Inference Detecting and Exploiting Narrow Bitwidth Computations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5: False Positive and False Negative cases

3.1.5 Results and Conclusion

505,352 (18.1%) DBLP records and 665,483 (31.4%) CiteSeerX documents are matched. Note that duplicates exists in CiteSeerX data set, in some cases there are multiple CiteSeerX documents matched one DBLP record. Among the matches, 331,453 DBLP records and CiteSeerX documents has unique one-to-one mapping, while the other 334,030 CiteSeerX documents matched the remaining 173,899 DBLP records (multiple mapping exists). Finally, we separate 665,483 CiteSeerX papers as positive class (CS papers), and all the remaining 1,452,639 papers are treated as negative class (non-CS papers).

3.2 arXiv

arXiv is also a freely accessed highly-automated academic papers library which was started in 1991 and maintained by Cornell University Library. It collected almost millions of articles in physics, mathematics, computer science, statistics, etc. Our arXiv collection contains around 840,218 papers. Different from CiteSeerX, the paper text contains paper title + abstract, which is much shorter of text in CiteSeerX data set. However, we observed that duplicates existed in arXiv data set. Our duplicate detection method is to compare the URL of a paper, if multiple papers have the same URL, we randomly keep one of them. After removing duplicates, 659,215 papers are retained. arXiv provides the label (e.g. CS, Math, Physics, etc.) for each paper.
Table 6: #Papers of CS, Math, Physics in arXiv Data Set

Table 6 shows the amount of papers in the three essential categories: CS, Math, Physics before and after removing duplicates.

arXiv can also be a very good scholarly data set for our experiments for the following three reasons:

1. Shorter and cleaner full text: Each paper text only have title + abstract, the text length is much shorter than full texts in CiteSeerX data set, using such text can perform quick test for our CS classification system. Moreover, the texts are parsed from Latex file, which can obtain a much better and cleaner text compared with CiteSeerX full text which is parsed from the web crawled PDF files.

2. Big training data size: The size of the data set is also big enough, more than 80,000 CS papers included.

3. Better data labeling: The class label of the papers are manually checked, and the research fields of the papers are strictly defined, for those non CS papers, they are in multiple fields, e.g. Physics, Mathematics, Biology, etc..

In this thesis, we conduct our classification experiments based on the balanced data set, and after remove duplicates, there are around 80,000 CS papers remained. Therefore, we make the data set balanced by randomly sampling 80,000 CS and 80,000 non-CS papers, to finally create a training set that includes 160,000 papers.

Note that non-CS class represents all the other categories except CS.
CHAPTER 4

Researches on Citation Graphs

As a side research, this chapter mainly dig out the citation network patterns for DBLP and CiteSeerX. Citation graph is a directed graph that each edge represents a citation relation. If node $A$ cited node $B$, then an edge $A \rightarrow B$ should be added into the citation graph. The in degree of a node represents how many citation received of this node, and the out degree represents how many papers this node cited (size of references of this node).

Based on CiteSeerX and DBLP, we define the following three different kinds of citation graphs:

**Definition 1** (Graph $A$) Graph $G_A = (V_A, E_A)$, where $V_A$ is a subset of papers in DBLP, and $E_A$ is a set of citation links extracted from publishers ACM and IEEE.

**Definition 2** (Graph $C$) Graph $G_C = (V_C, E_C)$, where $V_C$ is the set of papers in CiteSeerX, and $E_C$ is the set of citation links in CiteSeerX.

**Definition 3** (Graph $B$) Graph $G_B = (V_B, E_B)$, where $V_B \subseteq D$ is a subset of papers in DBLP, and $E_B$ is the set of citation links in CiteSeerX. i.e.,

$$E_B = \{(a, b)|a, b \in D \land (a, b) \in E_C\} \quad (1)$$

4.1 Graph $A$: DBLP Citation Graph

For DBLP data set, the citations haven’t been provided. However, based on our knowledge, ArnetMiner [31] used ACM and some other minor citation records to
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Edges</td>
<td>4,191,677</td>
<td>1,244,002</td>
<td>4,277,924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>781,108</td>
<td>352,926</td>
<td>970,586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Degree</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 7: Statistics of citation networks \(A\), \(B\), and \(C\). All the isolated nodes are excluded.

build the citation graph among DBLP papers. Until now, their newest data set collection contains 2,146,341 DBLP papers, and the corresponding citation graph contains 781,108 DBLP papers and 4,191,677 citation edges (isolated nodes are not included). The average citation degree is 5.366. We use \(A = \{V_A, E_A\}\) to represent the DBLP citation graph. The node set \(\{V_A\}\) includes all the connected 781,108 papers, and \(\{E_A\}\) is the set of connection among \(\{V_A\}\). Table 7 includes the statistics of graph \(A\). The connected nodes are only 36.39% among all of their DBLP paper collections, the remaining nodes don’t have any citation relations (either in degree: citation received or out degree: citation made) present in ArnetMiner citation graph. However, the ArnetMiner citation relations are only parsed and obtained from ACM and few other outside sources. Thus, the citation relations maybe incomplete among those DBLP papers.

4.2 Graph C: CiteSeerX Citation Graph

In CiteSeerX data set, citation string metadata is provided in each CiteSeerX paper which can be used to reveal the citation graph among papers in CiteSeerX data set. An example of a citation string metadata is shown in Fig. 3. "raw" tag contains the original citation string parsed from full text. Other tags contains the metadata furthered parsed from the original citation string, such as cited paper title. Based on our observation, the further parsed metadata are not as accurate as the original citation string. The best way to find out the citation relations is to match paper metadata (e.g. title, authors) with the citation string, in order to relate a paper to its cited paper. For example, assuming that paper \(A\) has a citation string \(c\); and there
is a paper $B$, we search its title string $t_B$ and all the authors $\{a_B\}$ in $c$, if both $t_B$ and $\{a_B\}$ can be found in $c$, then we can say that citation string $c$ refers to paper $B$, which means paper $A$ cited paper $B$, an edge $A \rightarrow B$ is found. The algorithm is described in Alg. 2.

Due to the huge amount of papers in CiteSeerX data set, we need to use Lucene to index citation strings in order to increase the searching efficiency. There are two fields related to each indexed document:

- CiteSeerX Document ID (DOI)
- Original Citation String

Assuming that a paper has $n$ citation strings, then this paper should have $n$ indexed documents, each indexed document related to one unique citation string. Having the citation string index, the algorithm start by iterating each matched paper $p_i$ in the merged data set, using DBLP title metadata to search the index, return all the matched indexed documents $\{Hit\}$, then use DBLP authors metadata to filter the matched results and obtain the final result set $\{Hit\}^*$. For each matched result $Hit$ in $\{Hit\}^*$, add the edge $Hit \rightarrow p_i$ into citation graph. ($Hit$ is the DOI related to the matched citation string)

### 4.2.1 CiteSeerX Title Correction

Another problem of constructing the citation graph is the inaccurate CiteSeerX metadata. Although citation string has relatively high accuracy, the accuracy of title metadata is very low (only 60%). Moreover, title metadata is crucial for matching citation strings; if title metadata is wrong, especially if the title metadata is very
Algorithm 2 Citation Graph for CiteSeerX Data Set

Require: citation index $I_c$, CiteSeerX $C$, title train set $\{t\}$

train classifier $\{t\} \rightarrow \text{ClassifyTitle()}$ for title correction

for each paper $p_i$ in $C$ do
  $t_p \leftarrow \text{getTitle}(p_i)$
  if $\text{ClassifyTitle}(t_p) \rightarrow \text{false}$ then
    jump to next paper
  end if

  $\{t_a\} \leftarrow \text{getAuthor}(p_i)$

  $\{\text{Hit}\} \leftarrow \text{searchIndex}(I_c, t_p)$

  for each $\text{Hit}$ in $\{\text{Hit}\}$ do
    if all $t_a \in \{t_a\}$ found in $\text{Hit}.citString$ then
      record the graph edge: $\text{Hit} \rightarrow p_i$
    end if
  end for
end for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Edges</td>
<td>10,595,956</td>
<td>4,277,924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>1,286,659</td>
<td>970,586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Degree</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 8: Difference after duplicate removal for graph $C$.

short, it can cause huge amount of wrongly matched citation strings, which will cause this title (this paper) has huge amount of citation received and most of the citation relations can be wrong.

Thus, before the searching, we need to exclude wrong titles and also short titles. As shown in Alg. 2, the first step is to train a classifier for title correction. This is a typical two class classification task. Positive class is real titles, negative class is wrong titles. After train the classifier, for each CiteSeerX papers, we need to use it to first check if the title is predicted as positive class, then search the title in citation string index. The classification algorithm we used is Naive Bayes, and the title training set is provided by our research partner Dr. Yan Wang at the Central University of Finance and Economics in China.

4.2.2 Merging Duplicates

After executing Algorithm 2, we obtain a citation graph that contains 10,595,956 edges and 1,286,659 connected nodes as shown in Table 8.
However, in CiteSeerX data set, an in-neglectable problem is that there may exist multiple documents with different DOI (Document ID) that refer to the same paper, or different versions of the same paper. CiteSeerX data set is constructed by crawling documents from the web, thus it is possible that some papers, especially popular papers, can appears on multiple web locations. For example, paper: "Graph-Based Algorithms for Boolean Function Manipulation", which is a famous Computer Science paper, has been collected into the CiteSeerX data set 5 times with 5 different document ID. This paper has very high in-degree (number of citations received), which is 4030 among the whole data set, and all the 5 duplicates have the same in-degree number (4030). In order to eliminate the effect of duplicate papers to the citation graph statistics, near duplicate detection need to be performed to remove redundant duplicates that only keep one copy of each unique paper. We use the following two step duplicate removal steps to remove redundant duplicate papers:

1. Full text detection: Apply SimHash to the full text of each paper in CiteSeerX data set to find out all duplicate document pairs. By creating the fingerprint for each document, we can estimate the similarity by calculating the hamming distance between each document pair. We also use Jaccard Similarity to further validate the similarity between each document pair. This work is provided by our research partner Yi Zhang.

2. Metadata detection: for papers that have same title and same in-degree count, only keep one paper, remove all the other redundant papers.

As a result of full text detection, we obtained 1,003,774 duplicate pairs among CiteSeerX papers. 221,548 papers are included in these duplicate pairs. For all of these duplicate pairs, we also find out the duplicate groups, for example: if paper A and paper B is a duplicate pair, and paper A and paper C is also a duplicate pair, we say paper \([A, B, C]\) belong to the same duplicate group. We only keep one paper in each duplicate group. In total there are 100,668 duplicate group found, and 

\[221,548 - 100,668 = 120,880\] papers were removed from the citation graph in the first step.
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In the second step, 180,087 duplicate groups were found and 221,388 duplicates were removed. Table 8 shows the statistics of CiteSeerX graph before and after removing duplicates. We use $C = \{V_C, E_C\}$ to represent the CiteSeerX citation graph after removing duplicates. We can see that after removing duplicates, the half of the citation edges are deleted, and the average degree among CiteSeerX papers (nodes) also almost decrease by half. This is because lots of high in-degree papers can have duplicates, removing those duplicates significantly decrease the number of total edges.

4.3 Graph B: Graph for Merged Data Set

Graph $B$ is the restriction of $C$ on the nodes from DBLP. At the previous section, we have illustrated our merged data set that represents the intersections of CiteSeerX and DBLP papers, graph $B$ is actually the citation graph of the merged data set, and the citation relations are extracted from CiteSeerX metadata. Graph $B$ is also a sub-graph of Graph $C$. Table 7 lists the statistics of graph $B$. 1,244,002 edges (29.08%) out of all the 4,277,924 Graph $C$ edges are kept in graph $B$. There are 352,926 CiteSeerX papers connected in this sub-graph.

4.4 Comparison Between Three Graphs

4.4.1 Adding DBLP citations (Graph A vs. Graph B)

Nodes in graph $A$ and graph $B$ are all within the range of DBLP data set, however, edges in $B$ are constructed using CiteSeerX citation string metadata. Based on our experiment, for all the 1,244,002 citation relations (edges) in citation graph $B$, 325,775 edges can be found in ArnetMiner’s DBLP citation graph, and $1,244,002 - 325,775 = 918,227$ edges can be added into the whole ArnetMiner citation network $A$. Considering that originally ArnetMiner has already obtained around 4 million edges for the DBLP data set, now we can expand the DBLP citation network by adding an extra 918,227 edges. Besides, there are still some nodes in graph $B$ not in $A$, these nodes are the papers in DBLP but not included in Aminer data set, we use $V_B - V_A$
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FIGURE 4: (a) Citation Distributions among nodes in $\mathcal{A}_B$ and $\mathcal{A}_{\overline{B}}$; (b) Citation Distributions among nodes in $\mathcal{B}_A$ and $\mathcal{B}_{\overline{A}}$

FIGURE 5: (a) Node intersection of $\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{B}$; (b) Edge intersection of $\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{B}$

to represent these nodes, and there are 170,665 such nodes. For the 918,227 new edges, there are 707,126 (77%) edges involved with these 170,665 nodes, the remaining 211,101 (23%) edges are new connections among existed Aminer nodes. Fig. 4 (b) shows the citation differences between the 182,661 nodes (red nodes in Fig. 4 (b)) in $V_A \land V_B$ and 170,665 nodes (blue nodes in Fig. 4 (b)) in $V_B - V_A$. We can see that nodes in $V_A \land V_B$ has higher average citations. But the largest citation value belongs to one of the nodes in $V_B - V_A$ (the rightmost blue node). Fig. 4 (a) shows the in-degree distributions for $V_A \land V_B$ nodes (red nodes) and $V_A - V_B$ nodes. We can see that intersected nodes in Graph $\mathcal{A}$ also have higher average in-degree in graph $\mathcal{A}$ compared with the nodes that not in CiteSeerX data set.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_A \land V_B$</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_A$</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_A - V_B$</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_B$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_B - V_A$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 9: Comparisons Between Graph $A,B$

4.4.2 Published, on web papers (Graph $A$ vs. Graph $C$)

Thinking of the two data set in another way: DBLP data set is manually collected through recognized computer science publications, thus the papers included in DBLP can be treated as published papers. On the other hand, CiteSeerX data set is automatically crawled from the web, some of the crawled papers maybe not published, even not academic research papers, thus the papers included in CiteSeerX can be treated as on web papers. The difference between Graph $A$ and Graph $C$ can be visualized as the relationship between published papers and on web papers. The major comparison we made is to utilize the in-degree (number of citation received) distribution. We define the concept "published" and "on web" strictly as follows:

- $A_C$: (Only published) in DBLP data set but not in CiteSeerX data set.
- $A_C, C_A$: (Published & On web) the intersection of DBLP and CiteSeerX papers.
- $C_A$: (Only on web) in CiteSeerX data set but not in DBLP data set.

What we want to conclude is that we expect the papers that not only published but also on web can have the highest average in-degree, since we believe that famous published papers must be available on web and even have multiple distributions and versions on different web sources (which is also a major reason of duplicates in CiteSeerX data set). Since we got two citation graphs: $A$ and $C$, firstly we separate $A$ into $A_C$ and $A_{\overline{C}}$ to compare the in-degree differences between published & on web papers and only published papers. From Fig. 6 (a) we can clearly see that published & on web papers have higher in-degree, and the average in-degree is 10.459, while
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FIGURE 6: (a) In-Degree distribution of published & on web papers and only published papers using ArnetMiner Citation Graph; (b) In-Degree distribution of published & on web papers and only on web papers using CiteSeerX Citation Graph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_A \cap V_B$</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_A$</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_A - V_B$</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_B$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers in $V_B - V_A$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 10: Comparisons Between Graph $A, C$

published papers only have 2.901 average in-degree. Secondly, we separate $C$ into $C_A$ and $C_{\overline{A}}$ to compare published & on web papers and only on web papers. From Fig. 6 (b) we can see the difference is smaller than Graph $A$, but still, published & on web papers have higher average in-degree which is 5.832; while on web papers have 3.426 average in-degree.

4.4.3 Duplicates and Citations

It can be concluded that duplicates are caused by multiple web locations of the same paper, it is not hard to imagine that if a paper is more popular, or has higher quality, it would be posted on the web more often, which means is has more duplicates. An important measurement of the quality of a paper is the citation count: how many citations it received since it was published. Therefore, the number of citations received should be proportion to the number of duplicates. Based on the hypothesis,
we conducted an experiment that compare the relationship between the number of citations received and the number of duplicates. Fig. 7 shows citation counts as a function of duplicate occurrences. Note that the duplicates count were analyzed based on CiteSeerX full text, first we use the whole CiteSeerX citation graph $C$ to directly reveal the relationship between citations and duplicates. Fig. 7 (a) (c) (e) shows the relations between CiteSeerX paper duplicate count and CiteSeerX paper citation received (in-degree in citation graph). We can see that the citation counts almost grows linearly with the increase of the duplicate occurrences. Note that we limit the duplicate occurrence within the range of 10 is because larger duplicate occurrences have very few amount of papers which may not reveal the real average citation count level. We can also see the outliers when the duplicate occurrences are large. The bottom box plot also shows the linearly increasing phenomenon.

We also utilize the Aminer citation graph to reveal whether the Aminer citation count can also in proportion to the duplicate occurrence. Although we don’t have the duplicate statistics on Aminer (DBLP) data set, based on the merged data set of CiteSeerX and DBLP, we can obtain the duplicate statistics of the merged part of
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DBLP data set by transforming from CiteSeerX duplicate statistics (each matched CiteSeerX paper is associated with Aminer paper). Fig. 7 (b) (d) (f) shows the citation counts against duplicate occurrences by using citations in Aminer citation graph. We can see that there is also a linearly increasing phenomenon especially when the duplicate occurrences are small.
CHAPTER 5

Classification System Methodology

This chapter illustrates our methodology for the implementation of classification system in detail.

5.1 Difficulties of Classifying Academic Papers

Most of the previous text classification related researches used Reuters data set, which is the most commonly used data set. Compared with such kinds of data sets, classifying academic papers have the following three difficulties:

- Length of a paper is usually much longer than common text-based documents (e.g. Reuters data set)
- Feature dimensionality could be extremely large (#words)
- Length, format of different papers varies greatly.

Feature is the basic element that input into the classifier to train the classifier. In text classification, the basic concept is that each distinct word is treated as an individual feature. However, when it comes to the text of academic papers, the amount of different words can be quite large. This will lead to very high feature dimensionality. The performance and efficiency of classifier is highly related to the following three aspects:

1. **The number, quality of features**: in order to train the classifier more efficiently, feature dimensionality need to be lowered down and informative features need to be included in the reduced feature set as many as possible.
2. Classification Algorithm: also a critical factor of deciding the performance, efficiency and accuracy of the whole classification system. Because of the nature of academic papers and large amount of training data set, more efficient, less complex classification algorithm is needed.

3. Feature Weights: Due to the different length, format of papers, more balanced weighting scheme instead of pure Term Frequency should be used to ensure more balanced level of classification precision and recall.

5.1.1 Lower Feature Dimensionality

There are lots of ways to lower the feature dimensionality. Feature selection is one of the most frequently used feature dimensionality lowering method. During the classification process, different features have different capabilities of making the classifier more or less easy to classify a document into one specific class. The goal of feature selection algorithms is to select highly capable and informative features out from all the other features.

Language modeling is also an effective way to not only lower the feature dimensionality, but also normalize text to increase the performance and accuracy of the classifier. Our main language modeling method used in this thesis is N-gram. N-gram represent a contiguous sequence of N items from a given sequence of text. Higher value of N can make features more related to context, since longer phrases are used as features. Other text normalization techniques we used includes case folding, regular expression normalization, stop words removal and stemming.

5.1.2 More Efficient Classifier

There are lots of classification algorithms existed. However, in the field of text classification, Naive Bayes, SVM and Logistic Regression are the most commonly used classification algorithm. Among the three algorithms, Naive Bayes is the most efficient and simplest one, with much faster running speed and much lower memory consumption. Moreover, previous researchers have already proved that although the
independent assumption is clearly unreliable in most real-world tasks, Naive Bayes can still performs surprisingly well [21]. Especially in our case, applying much sophisticated algorithms (such as SVM) can be unfeasible due to scalability issue.

5.1.3 Deal with length variations

In most of the previous works, the authors didn’t mention feature weighting schemes. In each document, each corresponding feature has a weight (feature value), in default the weight is assigned as Term Frequency (TF): the number of occurrences of the feature in a document. However, when it comes to academic papers, only simply using TF as feature weight is not enough. The most critical problem is the length of papers (especially papers from different journals, conferences) can be quite different. Under such circumstances, features in long papers will have higher TF, which may cause strong effect to the classifier to make the classifier more possible to classify a new document into long paper’s class. Thus, instead of using term frequency directly, we need to use more advanced and balanced feature weighting scheme in order to solve the length variations problem.

5.2 The proposed solution

Tackling the above three difficulties, our classification system combine various feature selection algorithms, language models and feature weighting schemes to produce final feature set as a input for the classification algorithms. In order to ensure the efficiency while the size of training set is extremely large, we implement two models of Naive Bayes algorithm as our major classifier. However, as a comparison, we also used the Logistic Regression classifier implemented by Sci-kit learn[25]. As shown in Fig. 8, process full text model correspond to transfer and normalize original text, build feature set corresponds to language modeling and feature weight processing. We implemented two different representations of feature set, one is N-gram models, the other is sentence2vec model. Feature set is the input of the classification system. Inside our classification system, there are two core components: feature selector and
classifier. We implemented three feature selection algorithms (Mutual Information (MI), $\chi^2$ and Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)). We separate the feature set into training set and test set in order to apply cross validation scheme to evaluate different classifiers to finally output the best one. In the following sections, we will introduce our classification system in detail.

5.3 Language Modeling

5.3.1 N-gram

1. **Regular expression tokenization**: in order to create a purer text environment for the classifier, we use Regular expression tokenizer provided by NLTK[2] to tokenize word into tokens and each token contains only alphanumeric letters.

2. **Case folding**: transform all upper case English letters into the corresponding lower case letters, in order to make the classifier case insensitive.

3. **Remove stop words**: stop words are the extremely common words which are
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FIGURE 9: Example of Language Modeling

meaningless to the classification decision. Most typical stop words in English can be ”a”, ”an”, ”the”, ”of”, etc. In this thesis, we use NLTK [2] English Stop Words List to filter stop words out of the text.

4. Stemming: it is used to integrate different forms of English words. Stemming can be defined as a heuristic process that chops off the ends of words to eliminate the effect of derivation of words. For example: automate, automatic and automation can be all integrate into the same word. In this thesis, we use Porter algorithm [26] as our English language stemmer.

5. N-gram: It is used to create a set of features as an input for training the classifier. We use two different N-gram methods: Uni-gram and Bi-gram. Uni-gram means only use 1 word as feature, every distinct word is a unique feature, while Bi-gram means use 2 continuous words as a feature, every distinct 2-word phrase is a unique feature.

Fig. 9 shows a simple example of how we implement the language modeling to transform original text into feature set. First we do tokenization and case folding, assuming we only keep English letters, meaningless characters such as ”[19]” will be removed. The second step is stop words removal, extremely common words ”such”, ”as”, ”on”, ”the” and ”of” are removed. The third step is stemming, the suffix of ”interfaces” is removed. Then the final step is using Uni-gram and Bi-gram to
transform normalized original text into feature set. Uni-gram set has 5 features, and Bi-gram set has 4 features.

Algorithm 3 Uni-gram, Bi-gram Language Modeling

Require: Tokenizer, StopwordList, Input String Str

UniGramSet = BiGramSet = ∅

termList = tokenizer(str)

for $i = 0$ to $\text{size}(\text{termList}) - 1$

  if termList[$i$] not in StopwordList then

    termList[$i$] = lowercase(termList[$i$])

    termList[$i$] = potterStemmer(termList[$i$])

    UniGramSet ← termList[$i$]

  end if

  $i = i + 1$

end for

BiGramSet = create Bi-gram(UniGramSet)

return UniGramSet, BiGramSet

5.3.2 Sentence2vec

Sentence2vec [16] is a deep learning approach to learn the embedding of sentence from the training data set. One typical sentence2vec model is Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vectors (PV-DM), which trains a sentence vector along with the word vectors to predict the missing content. In this model, paragraph vector represents the missing information from the current context and can act as a memory of the topic of the paragraph. Sentence2vec have several parameters that can be optimized, the most important parameters are window-size, negative sample size, and the dimension of the vectors.

The dimension of vectors decides the feature dimensionality. Compared with N-gram models that treat each different grams (Uni-gram or Bi-gram) as a unique feature, sentence2vec modeling can significantly lower down the feature dimensionality, which make it applicable to use other classification algorithms such as Logistic Regression.
5.4 Feature Weights

Feature weight is also a critical aspect to affect the accuracy of the classifier. In this thesis, we use the following three different weighting schemes, including the default TF as feature weight, and two advanced normalized feature weights in order to deal with the length variations and text complexity in academic papers.

5.4.1 Term Frequency

The simplest weighting scheme can be Term Frequency (TF), which is defined as the number of occurrences of a feature in one document. Thus, each document is represented as a set of \( \{ t_i : f_i \} \). \( t_i \) is the i-th feature in the document, and \( f_i \) is the term frequency of \( t_i \).

5.4.2 Length Normalization

Based on the feature weight normalization process proposed by [27], the classifier can more realistically handle text while not giving up the advantages of Multinomial Naive Bayes. We produce the following equation for the feature weight length normalization:

\[
f'_i = \frac{f_i}{\sqrt{\sum_k (f_k)^2}}
\]

By using length normalization, we don’t change the length of a paper by selecting part of the paper to make every paper has equal length, instead, we want to eliminate the effect of length to the feature weights. For example, \( f_i \) appears \( n \) times in paper \( A \) which length is \( t \). There is another paper \( B \) which length is \( 2t \), and \( f_i \) appears \( 2n \) times in \( B \). In order to eliminate the effect of length, we cannot just directly weight \( F_{iA} \) as \( n \) and \( f_{iB} \) as \( 2n \), we need to assign the same weights to both of them, since \( B \) is 2 times longer than \( A \). [27] showed that longer documents have larger probabilities for larger term frequency values, even worse, when the term frequency value increase, the term frequency probability gap between long documents and short documents keep enlarging.
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5.4.3 Full Normalization

Except length problem, there are also other feature weighting question such as should rare words be assigned with higher weight? One step further, we can combine TF-iDF weighting scheme together with the length normalization, which we called as Full Normalization. The equation is shown as follows:

\[
f_i' = \log(1 + f_i) \cdot \log \frac{N}{\sum_d \delta_{id}}
\]

\[
f_i'' = \frac{f_i'}{\sqrt{\sum_k (f_k')^2}}
\]  

(2)

The first equation that calculates \(f_i'\) is the TF-iDF normalization. Note that the TF here uses logarithm frequency, and we add one before using logarithm to prevent 0 term frequency; also add 1 has the advantages of being an identity transform for zero and one term frequency values. iDF (inversed document frequency) is to give more weight to rare occurred words and diminish the strong effect of common words. The second equation that calculates \(f_i''\) is length normalization, which is calculated after obtain TF-iDF weight \(f_i'\).

5.5 Feature Selection Issues

Feature selection is the process of selecting a subset of relevant features for use in the classification model construction, and based on the assumption that data set contains lots of redundant or irrelevant features. It is very important as it can lower the feature dimensionality and exclude useless features that can improve both the classification efficiency and accuracy. Feature selection process includes evaluation and ranking. There are two models for feature evaluation: filter model and wrapper model. Filter model uses statistical characteristics of the features for evaluation, which is independent from the classifier, and wrapper model calculates the score of a subset of features by inducing a classifier. High time complexity is the major drawback of wrapper model. Due to the high feature dimensionality and text complexity in our case, we only use filter model. We use three filter model algorithms: Mutual
Information (MI), $\chi^2$, Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI). Moreover, we use simple ranker method for feature ranking, which ranks the features based on their scores in an descending order.

5.5.1 Mutual Information

Mutual Information measures the information between classes and features. The value of a feature’s mutual information $M_i(w)$ is decided by the level of co-occurrence of class $i$ and the feature $w$. In other words, if a feature $w$ is highly related to only one specific class, it will have a higher mutual information score since having this feature the classifier can more easily make the correct decision. However, if a feature $w$ is independent with any classes, for example, it occurs equal times in both classes’ documents, then this feature has no value to the classifier, it should be scored as the lowest ranked feature.

Generally speaking, Mutual Information measures the difference between expected and observed frequency. The difference measurement is conducted by using the following equation:

$$I(U, C) = \sum_{e_t\in\{0,1\}} \sum_{e_c\in\{0,1\}} \frac{N_{etec}}{N} \log \frac{N_{etec}}{E_{etec}} \tag{3}$$

We use $U$ to represent the event of a feature occurring or not, and use $C$ to represent the event of a class occurring or not. Since in our case, we only do two class classification (CS and non-CS), $U$ and $C$ are binary values, 1 means occurring, 0 means not occurring. $N$ has different meanings when using Bernoulli model (number of training documents) and Multinomial model (the total of lengths of all training documents). $N_{etec}$ is the observed frequency, equals to $N \cdot P(U = e_t, C = e_c)$, which means the actual probability (frequency) of these two events happen together; and $E_{etec}$ is the expected frequency, equals to $N \cdot P(U = e_t) \cdot P(C = e_c)$, which means the probability (frequency) of these two events happen together given that these two events are independent with each other. As can be seen in the equation, Mutual Information uses division calculation to measure the difference between observed frequency...
and expected frequency. If a feature is really totally independent with a class, which means the observed frequency $N_{eti}\text{ce}$ equals to the expected frequency $E_{eti}\text{ce}$, then the mutual information score for this feature $I(U, C)$ will equal to 0, since $\frac{N_{eti}\text{ce}}{E_{eti}\text{ce}} = 1$ lead to $\log_2 1 = 0$.

Using the probability of $U$ and $C$, Mutual Information can be represented as the following equation:

$$I(U, C) = \sum_{e_t \in \{0, 1\}} \sum_{e_c \in \{0, 1\}} P(U = e_t, C = e_c) \log \frac{P(U = e_t, C = e_c)}{P(U = e_t) P(C = e_c)} \quad (4)$$

In order to obtain the Mutual Information score for each feature (distinct word), we need to calculate the observed frequency and expected frequency for each feature. Thus, we define the observed frequency matrix as shown in Fig. 10:

Since we have two kinds of events: occurring of class and occurring of features. There are $2 \times 2 = 4$ different combinations of cases. We use $N_{eti}\text{ce}$ to represent these four cases. For example, $N_{11}$ represents both occur of class and feature, which can also be represented as $P(U = 1, C = 1)$. As can be seen that $N_{11}$ is the observed frequency of class and feature occurring together. Accordingly, $N_{10}$ represent the observed frequency of feature occurring without class occurring. Based on $N_{11}, N_{10}, N_{01}, N_{00}$, we can calculate the expected frequency of these four different cases. Taking $N_{11}$ as an example, we have:

- $N_{11}$: the observed frequency of $t$ and $c$ occurring together.
  $$N_{11} = N \cdot P(U = 1, C = 1) = N \cdot \frac{N_{11}}{N} = N_{11}$$
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper ID</th>
<th>Paper Text</th>
<th>Class Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Data Data Computer</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Complexity Data Data</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Software Data</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Network Wireless Software Protocol</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Data Climate Business</td>
<td>non-CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Economic Popular State Business</td>
<td>non-CS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bernoulli Model</th>
<th>Bernoulli Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contain Data</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not contain Data</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 11: Example of Calculating Observed Frequency

- $E_{11}$: the expected frequency of $t$ and $c$ occurring together.

$$E_{11} = N \cdot P(U = 1) \cdot P(C = 1) = N \cdot \frac{N_{11} + N_{10}}{N} \cdot \frac{N_{11} + N_{01}}{N} = \frac{N_{1}, N_{1}}{N}$$

$E_{11}$ is the expected frequency of class and feature occurring together. As we described before, expected frequency is calculated under the assumption that two events are independent. Thus, it should be equal to $P(U = 1) \cdot P(C = 1)$. As can be in Fig. 10, $P(U = 1)$ equals to $N_{11} + N_{10}$, which means the frequency of feature occurs, regardless of whether class occur or not. Accordingly, $P(C = 1)$ equals to $N_{01} + N_{00}$.

The observed frequency $N_{extc}$ has different definitions under Multinomial Model and Bernoulli Model. In multinomial Model, $N_{extc}$ value is the feature’s document frequency, for example, $N_{1c}$ means how many class $c$ documents contain feature $t$, and $N_{0c}$ means how many class $c$ documents not contain $t$. In Bernoulli Model, $N_{extc}$ value is the feature’s class document frequency, for example, $N_{11}$ means feature $t$ occur how many times in all class $c$ documents, and $N_{01}$ means the total of all Term Frequencies expect feature $t$ in all class $c$ documents.

Table 11 shows an example of how to calculate observed frequency. In the example, there are 6 documents in the training set, 4 documents belong to CS class, and 2 documents belong to non-CS class. We take the feature Data for example, as can be
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seen in Table 11, *Data* occurs in 3 CS documents and 1 non-CS document, while 1 remaining CS document and 1 non-CS document don’t contain *Data*. On the other hand, if using Multinomial model, \( N_{11} \) is equal to 5 since *Data* occurs 5 times in all the 4 CS documents. And the total length of the 4 CS documents is 12 (word count: 3 + 3 + 2 + 4 = 12). Thus, \( N_{01} = 12 - 5 = 7 \). Accordingly, \( N_{10} = 1 \) (*Data* occurs only 1 time in non-CS documents), and \( N_{00} = 7 - 1 = 6 \).

Based on the four \( N_{t \epsilon c} \) values, we can calculate the Mutual Information score for each feature. Transformed from equation 12, the final Mutual Information calculation is based on the following equation:

\[
I(U, C) = \frac{N_{11}}{N} \log \frac{NN_{11}}{N_{1}N_{1}} + \frac{N_{01}}{N} \log \frac{NN_{01}}{N_{0}N_{1}} + \frac{N_{10}}{N} \log \frac{NN_{10}}{N_{1}N_{0}} + \frac{N_{00}}{N} \log \frac{NN_{00}}{N_{0}N_{0}} \tag{5}
\]

5.5.2 \( \chi^2 \)-statistic

Similar with Mutual Information, \( \chi^2 \) also computes the level of independence between feature \( t \) and a class \( c \). High \( \chi^2 \) value indicates the high dependency of feature and class, also indicates high difference between observed and expected frequency.

However, the difference between Mutual Information and \( \chi^2 \) is the difference measure between observed and expected frequency. Compared with Mutual Information which uses division to measure the difference, \( \chi^2 \) uses subtraction. The measure equation can be represented as follows:

\[
X^2(U, C) = \sum_{e_t \in \{0,1\}} \sum_{e_c \in \{0,1\}} \frac{(N_{e_t e_c} - E_{e_t e_c})^2}{E_{e_t e_c}} \tag{6}
\]

\( N_{e_t e_c} \) is the observed frequency and \( E_{e_t e_c} \) is the expected frequency just as the same as definitions in Mutual Information. Still, we can see that if \( N_{e_t e_c} = E_{e_t e_c} \), the \( \chi^2 \) score will become 0. The \( \chi^2 \) calculation process is the same with Mutual Information, first we need to obtain the four \( N_{e_t e_c} \) values, and then calculate the final score \( X^2(U, C) \). The final calculation equation can also be transformed into calculating \( N_{e_t e_c} \) values, which is shown as follows:
\[ X^2(U, C) = \frac{(N_{11} + N_{10} + N_{01} + N_{00}) \times (N_{10}N_{00} - N_{10}N_{01})^2}{(N_{11} + N_{01}) \times (N_{11} + N_{10}) \times (N_{10} + N_{00}) \times (N_{01} + N_{00})} \] (7)

### 5.5.3 Pointwise Mutual Information

\[ PMI(U, C) = \sum_{e_c \in \{0,1\}} \left| \log \frac{N_{1e_c}}{E_{1e_c}} \right| \] (8)

As can be seen in the above equation, PMI also use division to measure the differences between observed and expected frequencies. However, PMI don’t consider the probability of event \( e_t = 0 \), only the probability of occurring feature \( t \) is considered. This character makes PMI tend to score more exclusive (in only one specific class) but unpopular and strange words to the top. Using the \( N_{e_te_c} \) representation, the PMI calculation equation can be rewritten as follows:

\[ PMI(U, C) = \left| \log \frac{NN_{11}}{N_{11}N_{1}} \right| + \left| \log \frac{NN_{10}}{N_{10}N_{0}} \right| \] (9)

\( N_{1c} \) is the occurrences of feature \( t \) in class \( c \). We can see that different from MI, \( N_{0c} \) is not considered. \( N_c \) is the total length of all documents under class \( c \), and \( N_1 \) is the occurrences of feature \( t \) in all classes. Therefore, a closer of \( N_1 \) and \( N_{1c} \) values infer a more exclusive feature. If \( N_1 = N_{1c} \), then it represents the feature \( t \) totally only occur in one class. The main reason that PMI can highly score very exclusive feature is the absolute value it used. A feature which is more exclusive in \( c \) will make smaller value of \( N_{1e_c} \), that make \( \frac{N_{1e_c}}{E_{1e_c}} \to 0 \), and in consequence make \( \log \frac{N_{1e_c}}{E_{1e_c}} \to -\infty \). After using absolute value, this feature will be assigned with a very high score.

### 5.6 Classification Algorithms

#### 5.6.1 Naive Bayes Classifier

Naive Bayes Classifier has been widely utilized for many years. It belongs to the category of probabilistic classifier. It is based on the simple assumption that the each
feature is independent given the specific class. Moreover, it is bag of words model that assume the order or position of a word is irrelevant. Naive Bayes Classifier computes the posterior probability of a class, based on the distribution of the words in the document, either uses boolean model to represent if a word appear in a document, or calculates the time of occurrence of a word (Term Frequency) in a document. Although such independent assumption is unrealistic, the classification result can still be optimal, especially under zero-one loss, and the attribute dependence is not necessarily to be considered to improve classification results [9]. In other words, Naive Bayes classifier can perform surprisingly well even though the independent assumption is presented.

There are two models of Naive Bayes related to text classification: Multinomial Model and Bernoulli Model. In the following two sections we will introduce these two different models in detail.

5.6.2 Multinomial Naive Bayes

The major feature of Multinomial Naive Bayes is that it captures the frequencies of words in a document [20]. Firstly, we start from the Bayes rule. The equation below shows the classical Bayes rule in the field of probability and mathematical statistics:

\[
P(c|d) \propto \frac{\hat{P}(c)\hat{P}(d|c)}{\hat{P}(d)} \rightarrow \hat{P}(c)\hat{P}(d|c)
\] (10)

We use \(c\) to represent a class, and use \(d\) to represent a document. Therefore, \(P(c|d)\) represents the probability of a document \(d\) being in a class \(c\). Actually calculating \(P(c|d)\) is the goal of our classification task. We have two classes, use \(c_1\) (CS) and \(c_2\) (non-CS) to represent them, now for each new test document \(d_i\), we need to obtain \(P(c_1|d_i)\) and \(P(c_2|d_i)\), compare which value is larger. Assume \(P(c_1|d_i) > P(c_2|d_i)\), then we can conclude that \(d_i\) should belong to \(c_1\). Note that for each probability, we add a superscript, that’s because all of these parameters are estimated.

Therefore, the problem is how to obtain \(P(c|d)\). We use Bayes rule to transform the conditional probability, transfer \(P(c|d)\) into calculating \(P(d|c)\), which is easier to
obtain. Note that in the Bayes rule equation, we neglect the probability \( P(d) \), since \( P(d) \) is a constant that we don’t need to care about, what we really need to calculate is \( P(c) \) and \( P(d|c) \). The meaning of \( P(d|c) \) is given class \( c \) has already happened, what is the probability of document \( d \) occurs. In order to calculate \( P(d|c) \), base on the bag of words model, we can split document \( d \) into a set of its words. The equation is shown below:

\[
P(c|d) \propto \hat{P}(c)\hat{P}(d|c) \rightarrow \hat{P}(c)\hat{P}(t_1 \cdot t_2 \cdots t_{n_d}|c)
\]

(11)

The probability of document \( d \) occurs can be equalized to the probability of all the words in document \( d \) occur together. Assume document \( d \) has \( n_d \) words (document length is \( n_d \)), then we separate each word, don’t need to consider the order or position of different words, finally the probability \( P(d|c) \) can be equalized to \( P(t_1 \cdot t_2 \cdots t_{n_d}|c) \). This is called the bag of words model probability transformation.

The final step of the probability calculation is using the independent assumption. In the field of probability and mathematical statistics, if two incidents \( A \) and \( B \) are independent, we can say that \( P(AB) = P(A) \cdot P(B) \). Based on the independent assumption in Naive Bayes, we can separate the conditional probability for each words in a document. The equation is shown as follows:

\[
P(c|d) \propto \hat{P}(c)\hat{P}(t_1 \cdot t_2 \cdots t_{n_d}|c) \rightarrow \hat{P}(c) \prod_{1 \leq k \leq n_d} \hat{P}(t_k|c)
\]

(12)

As we reach this final step, we transformed our goal \( P(c|d) \) into estimating \( P(c) \) and \( P(t_k|c) \). \( P(c) \) can be called as the prior probability of class \( c \), it is calculated using the following equation:

\[
P(c) = \frac{N_c}{N}
\]

(13)

\( N_c \) is the number of class \( c \) documents in the training data set, and \( N \) is the number of all documents in the training data set. On the other hand, \( P(t_k|c) \) is the conditional probability of word \( t_k \) occurring in all class \( c \) training documents. \( P(t_k|c) \)
is equalized as the proportion of $t_k$ occurring in all class $c$ training documents.

$$
\hat{P}(t_k|c) = \frac{T_{ct_k} + \min(1, \tau)}{\sum_{t \in V} (T_{ct} + \min(1, \tau))} = \frac{T_{ct_k} + \min(1, \tau)}{\sum_{t \in V} T_{ct} + B \cdot \min(1, \tau)}
$$

$$
\tau = \min\{T_{ct}|t \in V\}
$$

We use $T_{ct_k}$ to represent the class term frequency of word $t_k$. However, under feature weight normalized environment, $T_{ct_k}$ maybe normalized by length normalization and TF-iDF. $V$ is the size of vocabulary (number of features) in the whole training set. If a word $t$ appears in any of class $c$ documents, add its class term frequency / or normalized weight; otherwise add 0 if the word doesn’t appear in any of class $c$ documents. However, there is a special case that we need to take into consideration. If $T_{ct_k} = 0$, we need to prevent $P(t_k|c) = 0$, which will cause the whole probability $P(c|d)$ becomes zero. Considering this case, a new test document $d_{new}$ has word $t_k$, now we need to calculate the probability $P(c|d_{new})$, however, among all class $c$ training documents, $t_k$ haven’t occurred; $t_k$ only occurred in the documents of another class; thus $T_{ct_k} = 0$. In order to prevent such cases, the typical method is add-one smoothing. Add one to the class term frequency of any words. As for the denominator, we also need to add some values to ensure the balance. We follow the typical smoothing method that add the number of total different features (the size of feature set), which is represented by $B$. However, if feature weights are normalized, add-one smoothing maybe no longer appropriate, since the feature weight are not represented by CTF (class term frequency), instead, they are normalized to a much smaller value (most of them smaller than 1). Therefore, in the normalized environments, we need to replace 1 with the smallest feature weight value $\tau$ (note that $\tau > 0$), as shown in equation 14.

There is one more special case that a word in test document never occur in any of the training documents, then this word will be discarded since we don’t have this word’s estimated conditional probability.

As conclusion, Multinomial Naive Bayes has two steps:

1. Training: estimate parameters for all classes $c_i$, $\hat{P}(c_i)$ and $\hat{P}(t_k|c_i)$ for all features
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appeared in training data set.

2. Test: for a new document \( d \), calculate \( P(c_i|d) \) based on the estimated parameters.

Algorithm 4 and algorithm 5 further illustrate the process of train and test Multinomial Naive Bayes in detail.

**Algorithm 4 Train Multinomial NB**

**Require:** Doc set \( \mathbb{D} \), classList \( \mathbb{C} \)

\[ V \leftarrow \text{getVocabulary}(\mathbb{D}) \]

\[ N \leftarrow \text{countDocs}(\mathbb{D}) \]

for each class \( c \in \mathbb{C} \) do

\[ N_c \leftarrow \text{countDocsInClass}(\mathbb{D}, c) \]

\[ \text{prior}[c] \leftarrow \frac{N_c}{N} \]

\[ T_c \leftarrow \text{WordsInClass}(\mathbb{D}, c) \]

for each each feature \( t \in V \) do

\[ T_{ct} \leftarrow \text{countTFinClass}(\mathbb{D}, c, t) \]

\[ \text{condProb}[t][c] \leftarrow \frac{(T_{ct} + \min(1, \tau))}{(T_c + \text{len}(V) \cdot \min(1, \tau))} \]

end for

end for

Return prior, condProb

**Algorithm 5 Test Multinomial NB**

**Require:** Test doc \( d \), ClassList \( \mathbb{C} \), prior, condProb, \( V \)

\[ W_d \leftarrow \text{getTokens}(d) \]

for each class \( c \in \mathbb{C} \) do

\[ \text{score}[c] \leftarrow \log \text{prior}[c] \]

for each \( t \) in \( W_d \) do

if \( t \in V \) then

\[ \text{score}[c] + = \log \text{condProb}[t][c] \]

end if

end for

end for

Return \( \operatorname{arg\ max}_{c \in \mathbb{C}} \text{score}[c] \)

We use this simple example in Table 12 to illustrate how Multinomial Naive Bayes works. Assume we have 4 papers in our training set, 3 papers belong to CS class, and 1 paper belongs to non-CS class. Each of the paper full texts are shown in the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper ID</th>
<th>Paper Text</th>
<th>Class Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Set</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Data Data Computer</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Complexity Data Data</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Software Data</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data Climate Business</td>
<td>non-CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Set</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Climate Business Data Data Data</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 12: Example of using Naive Bayes table. Now we need to predict the class for a new test paper ($d_5$): “Climate Business Data Data Data”. First we estimate the probability of $d_5$ under class $CS$. Based on the Multinomial Naive Bayes rules, we can calculate $P(CS|d_5)$ using the following equation:

$$P(CS|d_5) \propto \hat{P}(CS) \cdot \hat{P}(Climate|CS) \cdot \hat{P}(Business|CS) \cdot \hat{P}(Data|CS) \cdot \hat{P}(Data|CS) \cdot \hat{P}(Data|CS)$$

First calculate the prior probability $\hat{P}(CS) = \frac{3}{4}$ as the fraction of CS papers in the training data set. Then, for each word in $d_5$, estimate the word conditional probability under $CS$ class. Firstly, for the first word $Climate$, it appears 0 times in all the 3 $CS$ class training papers, so we estimate $\hat{P}(Climate|CS)$ as $\frac{0 + 1}{8 + 6} = \frac{1}{14}$. The total of the 3 $CS$ papers’ length is 8 (3+3+2), and among all 4 training papers there are 6 different words (6 features); thus, the denominator is 8+6. And the estimation process is the same for the other four words: $Business, Data, Data, Data$. $\hat{P}(Business|CS) = \frac{0 + 1}{8 + 6} = \frac{1}{14}$, $\hat{P}(Data|CS) = \frac{5 + 1}{8 + 6} = \frac{3}{7}$.

Finally the probability of $d_5$ under class $CS$ is estimated as $\frac{3}{4} \cdot \frac{1}{14} \cdot \frac{1}{14} \cdot \left(\frac{3}{7}\right)^3 \approx 0.0003$.

Accordingly, the probability of $d_5$ under class $nonCS$ is estimated as $\frac{1}{4} \cdot \frac{2}{9} \cdot \frac{2}{9} \cdot \left(\frac{2}{9}\right)^3 \approx 0.0001$. As a result, $d_5$ has been classified as a $CS$ paper.

5.6.3 Bernoulli Naive Bayes

Different from Multinomial model, Bernoulli Naive Bayes only uses the presence or absence of words in a text document as features to represent a document [20]. Considering a feature’s class term frequency $T_{ct_k}$, if a class $c$ document $d_i$ in training set has this feature, and it occurs $t_i$ times in $d_i$, for Multinomial model, $T_{ct_k}$ will be updated as $T_{ct_k} \leftarrow T_{ct_k} + t_i$. 
However, in Bernoulli model, we don’t care about how many times a feature occurs in a document, what only matters is whether this feature occur or not, so in this case, the feature $t_k$ occurs in document $d_i$, so we add binary value 1 to update the $T_{ct_k}$, otherwise add binary value 0 to update the $T_{ct_k}$. Therefore, $T_{ct_k}$ is not longer represent the feature’s class term frequency, instead, it means the class document frequency. More generally speaking, Bernoulli model estimate the feature’s conditional probability as the fraction of papers that contain this feature. The $P(c|d)$ estimation equation is shown as follows:

$$P(c|d) \propto \hat{P}(c) \prod_{k=1}^{V} \left[ b_k \hat{P}(t_k|c) + (1 - b_k)(1 - \hat{P}(t_k|c)) \right]$$

(15)

Since Bernoulli Model uses presence or absence or words to estimate the probability, the estimation is different from Multinomial Model. Instead of multiplying by the conditional probability of each word in the test document, in Bernoulli Model, we need to multiply each feature’s probability (all features that within the training data set): if a feature $t_k$ appear in the test document, multiply by $\hat{P}(t_k|c)$; if a feature $t_k$ not appear in the test document, multiply by $[1 - \hat{P}(t_k|c)]$, since $[1 - \hat{P}(t_k|c)]$ represent the probability of this document belong to class $c$ when $t_k$ not appear in it. Thus, in the above equation, $b_k$ is a binary value, if word $t_k$ occur in test document $d$, $b_k = 1$, we multiply $\hat{P}(t_k|c)$; otherwise $b_k = 0$, we multiply $[1 - \hat{P}(t_k|c)]$. Note that when calculating $\hat{P}(t_k|c)$, each distinct $t_k$ only calculate once, regardless of their occurrences in a document.

Another major difference compared with Multinomial Model is the estimation of feature conditional probability $\hat{P}(t_k|c)$. As can be seen in algorithm 6, the probability is estimated by the fraction of class document frequency, instead of class term frequency. Moreover, add one smoothing only need to add 2 into the denominator, since there are only two cases to consider: occurrence of $t_k$ or non-occurrence of $t_k$.

We use the same example in Table 12 to illustrate the training and testing process of Bernoulli Naive Bayes. First calculate the prior probability as the same with Multinomial Model: $\hat{P}(CS) = \frac{3}{4}$. Then, for each word in $d_5$, estimate the word conditional probability under $CS$ class. Firstly, for the first word Climate, it appears in 0 documents among the 3 $CS$ documents, so we estimate $\hat{P}(Climate|CS) = \frac{0 + 1}{3 + 2} = \frac{1}{5}$, $\hat{P}(Business|CS)$ also equals to $\frac{1}{5}$. For the word Data, it appears in all the 3 $CS$ training documents, thus estimate $\hat{P}(Data|CS)$ as $\frac{3 + 1}{3 + 2} = \frac{4}{5}$. Accordingly, $\hat{P}(Computer|CS) = \hat{P}(Complexity|CS) = \frac{2}{5}$.
Algorithm 6: Train Bernoulli NB

Require: Doc set \( \mathbb{D} \), classList \( \mathbb{C} \)

\[
V \leftarrow getVocabulary(\mathbb{D}) \\
N \leftarrow countDocs(\mathbb{D})
\]

for each class \( c \in \mathbb{C} \) do

\[
N_c \leftarrow countDocsInClass(\mathbb{D}, c) \\
prior[c] \leftarrow \frac{N_c}{N}
\]

for each each feature \( t \in V \) do

\[
N_{ct} \leftarrow countDFinClass(\mathbb{D}, c, t) \\
\text{condProb}[t][c] \leftarrow \frac{(N_{ct} + 1)}{(N_c + 2)}
\]

end for

end for

Return \( \text{prior, condProb} \)

Algorithm 7: Test Bernoulli NB

Require: Test doc \( d \), ClassList \( \mathbb{C} \), prior, condProb, \( V \)

\[
V_d \leftarrow getVocabulary(d)
\]

for each class \( c \in \mathbb{C} \) do

\[
\text{score}[c] \leftarrow \log prior[c]
\]

for each each feature \( t \in V_d \) do

if \( t \in V_d \) then

\[
\text{score}[c] + = \log \text{condProb}[t][c]
\]

else

\[
\text{score}[c] + = \log(1 - \text{condProb}[t][c])
\]

end if

end for

end for

Return \( \arg \max_{c \in \mathbb{C}} \text{score}[c] \)
Finally the probability of \( d_5 \) under class CS is estimated as:

\[
\hat{P}(Software|CS) = \frac{1 + 1}{3 + 2} = \frac{2}{5}.
\]

0.0052. Note that three features: Computer, Complexity, Software are absent from the test document, and both of their probability is \( \frac{2}{5} \), thus we multiply \((1 - \frac{2}{5})^3\) into \( P(CS|d_5) \). Accordingly, the probability of \( d_5 \) under class nonCS is estimated as:

\[
\hat{P}(CS|d_5) = \frac{1}{4} \cdot (\frac{2}{3})^2 \cdot (1 - \frac{1}{3})^3 \cdot \frac{2}{3} \approx 0.0219.
\]

As a result, \( d_5 \) has been classified as a nonCS paper.

We can see that the classification results for \( d_5 \) are different when using Multinomial Model and Bernoulli Model. When using Bernoulli Model, the high occurrence of data haven’t been considered, and two words Climate and Business provide strong evidence of nonCS class, thus it lead Bernoulli Model to predict \( d_5 \) into nonCS class. In the following chapter, we will use specific experiment to illustrate which model is better for academic papers.

5.6.4 Logistic Regression

As a comparison, we also applied the Logistic Regression (LR) implemented by Scikit-learn [25]. Compared with SVM with non-linear kernel, LR provides linear classification solution and has much faster running speed. Compared with MNB, LR is a discriminative classifier. Instead of transforming the probability of calculating \( P(c|d) \) into \( P(d|c) \) as MNB, LR takes a more straightforward approach that combing features linearly and applying solving functions to directly calculate the \( P(c|d) \). Due to the scalability and efficiency problem, we only apply LR in sentence2vec modeling as a comparison with MNB since sentence2vec models have much lower feature dimensionality.

Moreover, we also utilized the SVM with RBF kernel and Decision Tree algorithm implemented by [25]. However, based on our initial experimental test on smaller arXiv data set, both SVM and decision tree cannot compete with Logistic Regression, and the running times for SVM and Decision Tree are much longer than Logistic Regression. Hence, for the experimental part, we only use Logistic Regression as a comparison with Naive Bayes.
CHAPTER 6

Evaluations

6.1 N Fold Cross Validation and $F_1$ Measure

In order to evaluate the classifiers, we need to test each document in our training data set to compare the predicted class label and their actual true class label. A common evaluation method is called: cross validation, which means separate the training data set into two parts, one part is used to train the classifier, while the other part is used to test the classifier. By saying test, we mean that the trained classifier is used to predict the class label for another part of the separated data set.

N fold means the data set splitting scheme. We split $\frac{N-1}{N}$ of the data set to be the training set to train the classifier, use the remaining $\frac{1}{N}$ of the data set to be the test set to obtain the predicted class label by using the classifier trained by the $\frac{N-1}{N}$ of the data set. As we can see, the training process is a iteration process, in order to obtain the predicted class label for the whole data set, we need to test each $\frac{1}{N}$ part of the data set, in other words, $N$ classifiers will be trained in order to test different $\frac{1}{N}$ fractions of the data set.

Most popular value of $N$ adopted by most of the researchers is 10, which is called: 10 fold cross validation. First, we use $[0, \frac{1}{10}]$ part of the data to be the test set, and use $[\frac{1}{10}, \frac{10}{10}]$ part of the data to train the classifier. And in the second iteration, use $[\frac{1}{10}, \frac{2}{10}]$ part of the data to be the test set, and use $[0, \frac{1}{10}] \cup [\frac{2}{10}, \frac{10}{10}]$ part of the data to train the classifier. Iterate 10 times until all parts of the data have been tested and assigned a predicted class label. In our real evaluation experiments, we use 10-fold for arXiv data set and 3-fold for CiteSeerX data set. Based on the cross validation result, TP, TN, FP, FN can be obtained. TP, True Positive, means the amount of documents that acutual class is True class and the predicted result is also True class, FN is the amount of documents that actual class is
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True but predicted to be False class, and FP is the amount of documents that actual class is False but predicted to be True class. $F_1$ measure defines a weighting between recall and precision. Therefore, higher value of F-measure can ensure the efficiency of the classifier. If we use the harmonic mean of sensitivity and precision, the formula can be written as follows. Note that this formula is used for calculate the $F_1$ score for each class (for two-class classification case, it calculates the True class, which is CS class in our case).

$$F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$$

(1)

6.2 Preliminary Study: Classifying conference papers

In order to launch the initial test of our classification system. We firstly use small amount of data to test the classifier. Based on the DBLP published venue metadata, we can find out papers that belong to specific conferences. Based on our observation, there are three very popular conferences: VLDB, SIGMOD, ICSE which include similar amount of papers. The details of the three conferences are listed below:

- **VLDB**: the International Conference on very Large Databases. (2,728 papers identified based on DBLP venue metadata.)

- **SIGMOD**: the International Conference on Management of Data. (2,113 papers identified.)

- **ICSE**: the International Conference on Software Engineering. (2,245 papers identified.)

We can also see from Fig. 11 that the paper length distributions among the three conferences are similar with each other. Both three conferences have top amount of papers within length with 3000 - 4000 words. Note that the word count is based on the normalized text (after stop words removal, remove non-English words, etc...). We first classify VLDB and SIGMOD. Since they are both belong to the topic of database, we consider it is difficult
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**FIGURE 11:** Length Distribution of VLDB, SIGMOD and ICSE Papers

**FIGURE 12:** VLDB and SIGMOD Classification Results in Bernoulli (a) and Multinomial (b) Naive Bayes

for the classifier to distinguish papers among these two conferences. By classifying these two conferences, we can see the ability of the classifier to separate papers with similar topics. Then, we apply our classifier on VLDB and ICSE. These two conferences are totally different topics: database and software engineering. The classifier is expected to have much better classification result compared with classifying VLDB and SIGMOD. Before the classification experiment, conference specific data in full text need to be removed. We take a simple approach, cut the head and tailing part of the paper, only keep the middle $\frac{1}{3}$ part of the full text.

### 6.2.1 Classifying VLDB and SIGMOD papers

First we apply feature selection ( Mutual Information and $\chi^2$) onto VLDB and SIGMOD papers, and rank the features based on their feature selection scores. Then select different
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Table 13: Top 20 VLDB and SIGMOD Bi-gram Features Selected in Bernoulli Naive Bayes (without stemming)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CDF in VLDB</th>
<th>CDF in SIGMOD</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CDF in VLDB</th>
<th>CDF in SIGMOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mining techniques</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>mining techniques</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>note used</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>tuples input</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuples input</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>note used</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>node system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>node system</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>since similar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>data store</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map reduce</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>since similar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root operator</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>map reduce</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data store</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>root operator</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>candidate query</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>candidate query</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arbitrarily nested</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>section present</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source queries</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>small fraction</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>way computing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>way computing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>second one</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>ii one</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nodes network</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>arbitrarily nested</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>section present</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>source queries</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small fraction</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>equivalence classes</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorted order</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>current value</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clustering results</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>clustering algorithm</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hierarchical clustering</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>second one</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amounts of top ranked features to compare the classification results. As can be seen in Fig. 12 (a), there are four different curves shown. Under Bernoulli Naive Bayes model, we experimented with four different combinations of N-gram (Uni-gram and Bi-gram) and feature selection algorithms (Mutual Information and $\chi^2$) to train four different classifiers to compare their performances. X-axis represents how many features are used. We can see that both of the four classifiers reach their best classification results when using all features. And Uni-gram modeling with all features performs the best, the $F_1$ measure value is 0.846. Table 13 lists the top 20 ranked Bi-gram features by Mutual Information algorithm and $\chi^2$ algorithm. The features we listed are words before stemming, since it is more human readable. Actually in the actual classification system, all the features are used after stemming. In the table we can see that although the two conferences are in the same topic Database, there are still some words that tend to be used more often in only one specific conference. Papers in SIGMOD have more exclusive and unique features that can be classified out from VLDB papers, such as ”map reduce”, ”root operator”, ”node system”, etc...

Fig. 12 (b) shows the classification results when using Multinomial Naive Bayes model. This time, features are represented by their class term frequencies, instead of class document frequencies. In Multinomial Model, Bi-gram outperforms Uni-gram modeling throughout all subsets of ranked features, and $\chi^2$ feature selection algorithm performs the best. When selecting 90,000 top ranked features, the $F_1$ measure value reaches the highest, which is 0.8847. The over fitting problem can also be seen in the figure, when the number of features
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CTF in VLDB</th>
<th>CTF in SIGMOD</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CTF in VLDB</th>
<th>CTF in SIGMOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gamma gamma</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>gamma gamma</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data mining</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>data mining</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa aa</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>aa aa</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge cover</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>edge cover</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>world set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>base view</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base view</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>world set</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ss tree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>ss tree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ripple join</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>reduced tree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduced tree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>ripple join</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mining techniques</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>mining techniques</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heavy hitters</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>base views</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base views</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>isolation levels</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bounding rectangles</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>heavy hitters</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig latin</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>pig latin</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support lattice</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>support lattice</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolation levels</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>strategy ce</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategy ce</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>vdag strategy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>safe plan</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>dr bones</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdag strategy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>flash memory</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 14: Top 20 VLDB and SIGMOD Bi-gram Features Selected in Multinomial Naive Bayes (without stemming)

are too big (more than around \(10^4\)), the classification results stop increasing, instead, if
the number of features used keep growing, the classification results (\(F_1\) measure) start to
drop slightly. From Table 14 we can see that the top ranked features in Multinomial Model
is different from Bernoulli Model.

From Fig. 13 we can more easily see the difference between high ranked features and
low ranked features. In the figure, red nodes are the top 100,000 selected features by \(\chi^2\)
algorithm, and the blue nodes are the remaining features. The left figure shows the ranked
features in Bernoulli model, X-axis represents the features’ document frequencies in VLDB
class, and Y-axis represents the features’ document frequencies in SIGMOD class. We can
see that all the red nodes are deviated from \(y = x\). Red nodes have greater differences
of two classes’ document frequencies, which means they are more dependent to only one
specific class instead of commonly appear in both of the classes. Accordingly, in the right
figure which is the ranked features in Multinomial model, X-axis and Y-axis represent the
features’ class term frequencies in VLDB and SIGMOD respectively. We can see that the
parts of the red nodes are even more deviated from \(y = x\), which shows that by using class
term frequency to select features, top ranked features can be separated more evidently.

We also compared the effect of stop words and stemming to classification results. From
Fig. 14 we can see that after performing stemming and stop words removal, the classification
result can indeed reach the highest \(F_1\) measure value. Removing stop words can significantly
give a performance boost to the classifier (red and pink curves compared with black and
blue curves). Stemming can further provide a slight performance boost (compared with red
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![Comparison of high score features and low score features](image1)

(a) Bernoulli Model  
(b) Multinomial Model

FIGURE 13: Comparison of high score features and low score features

![The effect of stop words and stemming to classification results](image2)

FIGURE 14: The effect of stop words and stemming to classification results

and pink curves).

6.2.2 Classifying VLDB and ICSE papers

We have already proven that Multinomial Naive Bayes and perform better than Bernoulli Naive Bayes. Now we change the experiment data set into VLDB (positive class) and ICSE (negative class) papers and see the capability of the classifier to classify papers from different topics. Fig. 15 shows the VLDB and ICSE classification results. We can see that Bi-gram modeling + $\chi^2$ algorithm (the red curve) still performs the best. When selecting 600,000 features, the classifier reaches the highest $F_1$ measure value: 0.98534. We can see that both of the four curves can all maintain at a very high $F_1$ measure value range (all higher than 0.9), this is because the two different topics (database and software engineering) can be easily separated. We can also see from Table 15 that the top ranked features are more dependent with only one specific class. For example, software engineering is clearly tend to
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![FIGURE 15: VLDB and ICSE Classification Results in Multinomial Naive Bayes](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>CTF in VLDB ($N_{11}$)</th>
<th>CTF in ICSE ($N_{10}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test cases</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source code</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software engineering</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test suite</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test case</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software development</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test suites</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control flow</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma gamma</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main memory</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join point</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case study</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query processing</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaf node</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user interface</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lines code</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process model</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development process</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delta delta</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match pcd</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 15: Top 20 VLDB and ICSE Bi-gram Features Selected in Multinomial Naive Bayes (without stemming)
belong to ICSE class, and query processing is clearly tend to belong to VLDB class.

6.3 Classifying arXiv Papers

We separate the arXiv papers into 2 parts, papers labeled with CS are added into the positive class set, and all the other papers are added into the negative class set.

6.3.1 Experimental Settings

Our experiments mainly separate to two different kinds of text modeling techniques: one is to extract the Uni-gram and Bi-gram features out from the paper text (title + abstract) and build the feature set to apply our Naive Bayes classifier. The other experiment is to use sentence2vec technique to lower down the feature dimensionality. After series tests, we find the combination of sentence2vec PV-DM model with vector dimension = 100, window size = 10, negative sample = 5 gives the best embeddings for classification. Thus, we keep this setup in the following experiments. Compared with N-gram modeling, the feature dimensionality of sentence2vec is much lower, which is only 100 that make it possible to apply more complex algorithms such as Logistic Regression.

Our arXiv training set contains 160,000 documents with 80,000 CS and 80,000 non-CS. Each document contains paper title and abstract. Before the classification experiments, we tokenize the text of each paper where each token contains only alphanumeric letters, and each token is also case folded. Furthermore, in order to test the effect of stemming and removing stop words to the classification results, we conduct our experiments based on the following four text models:

1. Remove Stopwords (SW)
2. Stemming (ST)
3. Remove Stopwords + Stemming (SW + ST)
4. Original Text (OT)

The four models are the combinations of two control parameters: Remove Stopwords, Stemming. All of the models can be used to build Uni-gram and Bi-gram feature set, also
FIGURE 16: Paper length distribution of arXiv data set

used to build sentence2vec feature set. For the Uni-gram and Bi-gram models, three different feature weighting schemes are tested and compared: un-normalized, length normalized, fully normalized (TF-iDF + length normalization). Based on the concept, we mainly summarize the following three questions that need to be answered:

- Experiment 1: What is the best text models (Impact of stop words and stemming)?
- Experiment 2: What will the size of the training data set affect the classification results?
- Experiment 3: What will the number of features affect the classification results?

For the first experiment, we use the full data set (160,000 documents) applied with N-gram and sentence2vec to find out the best text model out from the four different models SW, ST, SW+ST, OT. For the second experiment, we gradually increase the size of the training data set while using the whole features. The training data set size increased from 1,000 to 120,000 (9 round experiments in total with 9 different sizes of data set). The last experiment is changing the number of features. We use $\chi^2$, MI and PMI feature selection algorithms to obtain the score for each feature and rank them based on the score in descending order. By selecting different top K ranked features, we can compare the differences of the classification results. Note that feature selection is only for Uni-gram and Bi-gram features, sentence2vec is not applicable.

Fig. 16 shows the length distribution of arXiv data set, the blue curve is for documents in CS class, and the red curve is for documents in non-CS class. The value of length is the number of words in a document after stop words removal. The document count is
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>SW + ST</th>
<th>OT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Accuracy</td>
<td>0.9079</td>
<td>0.9034</td>
<td>0.9049</td>
<td>0.9018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Specificity</td>
<td>0.9007</td>
<td>0.8990</td>
<td>0.8953</td>
<td>0.8987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Precision</td>
<td>0.9021</td>
<td>0.8999</td>
<td>0.8972</td>
<td>0.8992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Recall</td>
<td>0.9150</td>
<td>0.9077</td>
<td>0.9146</td>
<td>0.9049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. $F_1$</td>
<td>0.9085</td>
<td>0.9038</td>
<td>0.9058</td>
<td>0.9021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Consumed</td>
<td>0:01:38</td>
<td>0:01:37</td>
<td>0:01:37</td>
<td>0:01:38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>SW + ST</th>
<th>OT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Accuracy</td>
<td>0.9292</td>
<td>0.9259</td>
<td>0.9266</td>
<td>0.9260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Specificity</td>
<td>0.9265</td>
<td>0.9222</td>
<td>0.9237</td>
<td>0.9231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Precision</td>
<td>0.9269</td>
<td>0.9228</td>
<td>0.9241</td>
<td>0.9035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Recall</td>
<td>0.9318</td>
<td>0.9295</td>
<td>0.9295</td>
<td>0.9290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. $F_1$</td>
<td>0.9293</td>
<td>0.9261</td>
<td>0.9268</td>
<td>0.9262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Consumed</td>
<td>0:03:49</td>
<td>0:03:51</td>
<td>0:03:47</td>
<td>0:03:48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 16:** Classification Results Comparison by using sentence2vec 100D features on 160,000 balanced arXiv data set

Based on length range 30, which means the lengths between $[30n, 30(n+1)]$ are group and count together. Lengths are normalized into $\left\lfloor \frac{L}{30} \right\rfloor \times 30$. We can see from Fig 16 that the length distribution of CS and non-CS documents are almost the same. For CS class, most documents are centralized into length range of 60-90, while non-CS class centralized the most in 90-120.

#### 6.3.2 Impact of stop words and stemming

All the experiments in Table 16 on the four different text models are based on 100 dimension features sentence2vec. Two algorithms are used: Multinomial Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression. Table 16 shows the classification results of different text models, the precision, recall and $F_1$ measure are evaluated by using 10 fold cross validation scheme, and the average score is calculated by 10 sub-scores created by 10 fold. We can see that for all the experiments, Logistic Regression outperforms Multinomial Naive Bayes with more than 2% $F_1$ measure value. If measured by Logistic Regression, the rank of the four text models should be: $SW > SW + ST > ST > OT$. The two models that retain the stop words perform the worst, and stemming lower down the performance a little bit. Since sentence2vec rely on the context to analyze the text, stemming may damage part of the context in a document. As a conclusion, removing stop words improves the classification accuracy in all the methods, even in sentence2vec, while stemming has limited impact to the improvement. Moreover, we can also see from Table 16 that precision and recall are all
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>SW + ST</th>
<th>OT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sentence2vec</td>
<td>0.9085</td>
<td>0.9038</td>
<td>0.9058</td>
<td>0.9021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni-gram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td>0.9326</td>
<td>0.9293</td>
<td>0.9289</td>
<td>0.9288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len NL</td>
<td>0.9324</td>
<td>0.9289</td>
<td>0.9286</td>
<td>0.9280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td>0.9354</td>
<td>0.9317</td>
<td>0.9314</td>
<td>0.9312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-gram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td>0.9460</td>
<td>0.9425</td>
<td>0.9440</td>
<td>0.9424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len NL</td>
<td>0.9469</td>
<td>0.9435</td>
<td>0.9447</td>
<td>0.9433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td>0.9467</td>
<td>0.9449</td>
<td>0.9448</td>
<td>0.9444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 17: Multinomial Naive Bayes $F_1$ measure comparison on 160,000 balanced arXiv data set

in a high level, which shows that FP (False Positive) is as low as FN (False Negative).

Table 17 shows the $F_1$ measure comparison between sentence2vec method and N-gram methods under Multinomial Naive Bayes. We can see that for all the four models, both Uni-gram and Bi-gram surpass sentence2vec method, and SW model always performs the best. When using SW model and Bi-gram with length normalized feature weight, the classification performance is the best where the $F_1$ measure reaches 0.9469. However, we can see that except the Bi-gram SW model, all the other models, no matter Uni-gram or Bi-gram, full normalized feature weight has the best performance, even though in Bi-Gram SW, Len NL only has very tiny gap with Full NL (0.0002) which can be ignored. In general, for Uni-gram, the feature weight performance ranking is FullNL > Un – NL > LenNL, and for Bi-gram, the feature weight performance ranking is FullNL > LenNL > Un – NL. Length normalization didn’t bring too much improvement which is because that the length of abstract + title in papers of arXiv data set has similar length, not like CiteSeerX data set. However, full normalization can improve the classification results by adding TF-iDF weighting.

Another important measurement is the classification program run time. We know that Naive Bayes is the fastest and simplest classification algorithm compared with other more advanced algorithm such as Logistic Regression. Based on the experimental results, we can see that indeed Naive Bayes has the highest efficiency, for 10 fold cross validation and 160,000 papers, it only took around 1 and half minutes to finish the classification task, while Logistic Regression took around 3 - 4 minutes.
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We randomly sampled 9 different training sets with different sizes. Size varies from 1,000 to 160,000. Within each sampled training set, the number of CS documents and non-CS documents are equal to make the data set balanced. In each round, there are 6 sub-experiments with 8 different classification systems: (1, 2) sentence2vec + Multinomial Naive Bayes / Logistic Regression, (3, 4, 5) Uni-gram (un-normalized / length normalized / fully normalized) + Multinomial Naive Bayes, (6, 7, 8) Bi-gram (un-normalized / length normalized / fully normalized) + Multinomial Naive Bayes. For Uni-gram and Bi-gram, un-normalized feature weight use the features’ TF (term frequency) as feature values to do the classification.

Fig. 17 shows the comprehensive classification result curves for the 8 different classification systems. The 9 nodes along the curves is the $F_1$ measure value with 9 different training set sizes. From Fig. 17 (A) we can clearly see that from the beginning the classification results increase fiercely until the size reaches around $2 \times 10^4$. Ignore some outliers, we can see that even if the training set size keep increasing, the classification results still slowly become better. Almost for all of the 6 systems, the classification results reach the best when the training set size reaches the largest value 160,000. We can see that at the beginning when training set size is 1,000, the Bi-gram model performs the worst, while the Uni-gram model performs the best. An interesting phenomenon is that when training set size increase, Bi-gram model surpass all the other systems quickly and become the best performer. As a comparison, Uni-gram model and the two sentence2vec models fluctuate

FIGURE 17: Impact of training data size on $F_1$. (A) Both Uni-gram and Bi-gram model out-perform sentence2vec when training data is large; (B) Normalization plays a minor role in this data.

6.3.3 Impact of Training Set Size
less than Bi-gram model, and sentence2vec models perform always slightly worse than Uni-
gram model. Moreover, for Logistic Regression and Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithms
applied in sentence2vec model, at first Multinomial Naive Bayes performs better than Lo-
 gist Regression, however, Logistic Regression quickly surpass Multinomial Naive Bayes
and the performance gap become increasingly bigger.

Fig. 18 shows more details of 6 different N-gram models, mainly shows the effect to the
classification results of the two feature weight normalization methods. We can see that for
both the Uni-gram and Bi-gram, when the training set is large enough, fully normalized
feature weight can have slightly better performances. For Uni-gram models, fully normalized
first performs the worst, but with the increase of the training set size, it turn out to be the
best performer within all Uni-gram models.

Table 18 also lists the statistics of average $F_1$ measure values corresponding to Fig. 17.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Size = 1,000</th>
<th>Training Size = 160,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNB</td>
<td>LR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sentence2vec</td>
<td>0.8848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td>0.9148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni-gram Len NL</td>
<td>0.9206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td>0.9054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td>0.8653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-gram Len NL</td>
<td>0.8985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td>0.8671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 18: Statistics of Classification Results with the increase of training set size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uni-gram</th>
<th>Bi-gram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MI &amp; $\chi^2$</td>
<td>0.97984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$ &amp; PMI</td>
<td>0.62230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI &amp; PMI</td>
<td>0.61009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 19: Spearman Correlation between top 1000 MI, PMI and $\chi^2$ selected features

6.3.4 Impact of feature size

The whole training data set (160,000 papers) contains 149,731 different Uni-grams and 5,200,488 different Bi-grams. Although the N-gram feature dimensionality is much larger than sentence2vec, the N-gram feature set is usually a sparse matrix, which means each paper only has very tiny portion of the whole feature set (tiny portion of words appear in the same paper), which make Multinomial Naive Bayes possible to deal with such cases.

We used three different feature selection algorithms: MI, PMI and $\chi^2$ to compare the differences. From Table 19 we can see that the feature ranks based on scores in an descending order under MI and $\chi^2$ are very similar, while PMI is different from MI and $\chi^2$. Both MI and $\chi^2$ tend to select popular words with higher scores, and PMI tend to select very exclusive words. Since during the preliminary experiment of VLDB, SIGMOD and ICSE classification, we proved that $\chi^2$ performs slightly better than MI (although they have almost the same performances), in the sections below, we will analyze the differences between $\chi^2$ and PMI.

Analysis of top ranked features by $\chi^2$

In Table 20, we list the top scored Uni-gram and Bi-gram features using $\chi^2$ feature selection algorithm. For the features that have higher CTF in CS, we bold and use red color to
TABLE 20: Top 70 Uni-gram and Bi-gram arXiv Features Selected by $\chi^2$ (features with higher CTF in CS are highlighted with red color)
highlight the text to make them more clearly to be seen. It can be seen that the top selected features are clearly related to CS or non-CS subjects, such as network, algorithm, codes, machine learning should more related to CS areas, while quantum, magnetic, spin, black hole should more related to non-CS areas. We can see that although the top scored features appear lots of time in both classes, their class term frequency can still differs greatly. For example, "algorithm", as the second ranked Uni-gram feature, appears lots of times in both classes, but still have predominant term frequency in CS class which can still be a good proof of CS class if a document has word "algorithm". Accordingly, the first ranked Uni-gram feature "quantum" is obviously a Physics word. Although it also occur 2,856 times in CS documents, but it occur 10 times more in non-CS documents. As for the Bi-gram ranked feature list, the top ranked features are more deviated to one certain class compared with Uni-gram features. For example, "magnetic field" as the first ranked feature only occur 28 times in CS documents, while "multiple access" occurs 1433 times in CS documents and only 10 times in non-CS documents which can be a strong evidence of being in CS class. We can also see from Table 20 that the ratio of CS features and non-CS features tend to be equal, which proves that both classes have adequate amount of popular but still distinguishable features. In addition, for another feature selection algorithm Mutual Information, the scored result is very similar with $\chi^2$, thus we don’t list the features selected by Mutual Information here.

Analysis of top ranked features by PMI

However, another feature selection algorithm: Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), tend to score smaller (unpopular but more exclusive) features to the top; in other words, under PMI, a top ranked word could only appear in one class but hardly appear in the other class. Table 21 shows the top 70 scored Uni-gram and Bi-gram features using PMI. We can clearly see the differences of the top scored features using the two algorithms, almost all of the top features totally biased to only one class. Compared with $\chi^2$ algorithm, some of the top scored features maybe not so popularly used, but are exclusively used by only one class of papers. Overall, top features selected by $\chi^2$ can be more meaningful words, while PMI may highly scored some strange words. Since under PMI, most of the popular words are ranked as lower position, select too few amount of features may seriously lower the classification accuracy. We can see from Table 21 that the top selected features are
### TABLE 21: Top 70 Uni-gram and Bi-gram arXiv Features Selected by PMI (features with higher CTF in CS are highlighted with red color)
very exclusive, for example: "p2p" occurs 764 times in CS documents and 0 times in non-CS documents, and "mimo systems" occurs 680 times in CS documents and also 0 times in non-CS documents. Such words maybe quite popular within a small range of research groups; however, it is inappropriate to represent the common words of whole CS research areas. Therefore, by using PMI, enough amount of features must be included to ensure the classification accuracy. Moreover, the top ranked features under PMI are almost all belong to non-CS class, while top CS features ranked much lower than non-CS features. This is because non-CS papers have more highly occurred exclusive words.

FIGURE 19: Top features selected by different methods. Panel (A) and (C): $\chi^2$; (B) and (D): PMI. (A) and (B) are Uni-gram models; (C) and (D) are Bi-gram models.

Feature Distribution

In Fig. 19 we can clearly see the plotted top ranked few features are all bias in only one specific class, either CS or non-CS. X-axis represents the CTF (Class Term Frequency) in CS class, Y-axis represents the CTF in non-CS class. In Fig. 19, red nodes represent the top 3,000 ranked Uni-gram features, and the blue nodes are all the remaining features. We can see that all of the red nodes are deviated from $y = x$, which means the CTF in one class are significantly larger than the other class. Form Fig. 19 we can also see that $\chi^2$ tend to select big/popular words have high total occurrences but still have significant different
FIGURE 20: The name of the top 30 features selected by different methods. Panel (A) and (C): $\chi^2$; (B) and (D): PMI. (A) and (B) are Uni-gram models; (C) and (D) are Bi-gram models.

occurrences in the two classes while PMI tend to select words that CTF in other class is almost 0. Fig. 20 shows the CTF distribution of the name of the top 30 features. For panel (A) and (C) we log the axis in order to see the text more clearly. We can see that for PMI algorithm, all the top features are attached to the X-axis or Y-axis that shows 0 CTF in other class.

**Experiment Results**

Fig. 21 shows the classification results when using three different kinds of feature selection algorithms: PMI, MI and $\chi^2$. For each algorithms, we use Bi-gram, Uni-gram respectively, and also use the three different feature weighting schemes: length / fully normalized feature weight and original Class Term Frequency as feature weight (six models in total). We can see that when using less amount of features, the classification results of using PMI drop significantly compared with $\chi^2$ and MI. However, for un-normalized Uni-gram features, from Fig. 21 (A) we can see that when using more than top 30,000 Uni-gram features, actually the classification results are better than using all features, and also more features can let PMI performs better than $\chi^2$ for all the six models; and using original class term
FIGURE 21: Impact of feature size for Uni-gram and Bi-gram models, with combination of text normalization. (A) Uni-gram; (B) Uni-gram length normalized; (C) Uni-gram fully normalized; (D) Bi-gram; (E) Bi-gram length normalized; (F) Bi-gram fully normalized.
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frequency as feature weight perform worse than normalized feature weight. Compared with (B) Length normalization and (C) full normalization, we can see that after normalization, PMI increase faster, and before the feature size reaches $10^4$, PMI has already surpass MI and $\chi^2$.

Fig. 21 (D) (E) (F) shows the Bi-gram classification results. Both PMI, MI and $\chi^2$ reach the best classification results when using all features. When gradually decreasing features, firstly $\chi^2$ and MI drops lower than PMI, but then PMI drops below $\chi^2$ and MI. We can see from all the eight plots that MI and $\chi^2$ can always perform at almost the totally same $F_1$ measure levels, while PMI differs greatly with MI and $\chi^2$. In addition, for Bi-gram features, an interesting phenomenon is that from feature size $10^6$ to all features (5.2 millions), both the $F_1$ measure of un-normalized and normalized models first drop then increase greatly to the highest values with all features. The final increasing trend is caused by the increasing of TN (True Negative) value that pull the classification precision higher.

6.3.5 Observation to the Naive Bayes Classification Result

![FIGURE 22: Naive Bayes Classification Probability Distributions: Uni-gram (a) and Bi-gram (b)](image)

Fig. 22 shows the Multinomial Naive Bayes classification probability distributions. In Fig. 22 (a) (b), each node represent a paper, the X-axis is the probability score of class CS and the Y-axis is the probability score of class non-CS. If the value in X-axis is larger than the value in Y-axis, the paper will be classified as CS class. The blue nodes in these two plots represent the correctly classified papers, and red nodes represent the wrongly
classified papers. We can see that all of the wrongly classified papers are more centralized to the line $y = x$, which means the probability of being in the two classes are quite similar. Accordingly, if a paper is more deviated from $y = x$, it will have smaller chance to be wrongly classified.

6.4 Classifying CiteSeerX papers

In this section, we will use the paper full text in CiteSeerX data set to further test our classifier. The total CiteSeerX data set contains 2.1 million papers, there are around 600,000 CS papers based on the matched result with DBLP. We also make the training data set balanced by sampling 600,000 CS papers and 600,000 non-CS papers. The size of the training set is almost 8 times larger than arXiv data set, and the text content in each CiteSeerX paper is the whole original text, which is also much longer than document length in arXiv (title + abstract) data set. Due to the huge size of CiteSeerX data set, we only use the best proved models to conduct the following experiments. So far our experiments have proved that Multinomial Naive Bayes performs better than Bernoulli Naive Bayes for academic papers, and N-gram (Uni-gram, Bi-gram) models performs better than sentence2vec models when the training set size is large. Therefore, for CiteSeerX, we only use N-gram models and Multinomial Naive Bayes to test the classification accuracy. In all CiteSeerX experiments, we use 3-fold cross validation to evaluate classifiers.

6.4.1 Experimental Settings

The text complexity of papers in CiteSeerX data set is much higher than papers in arXiv data set, first is because CiteSeerX papers contain the every part of the full original text which can include huge amounts of different words / strange words into the vocabulary; second is the cleaning and accuracy level of the full text in CiteSeerX is lower than arXiv because the full text in CiteSeerX data set is automatically parsed from the original PDF files, and due to the complexity and variations of PDF files the parsing may not reliable. Based on the fact, we use the NLTK regular expression tokenizer to tokenize and lower case the text in each paper in CiteSeerX data set by only keeping English letters. The regular expression we used is \[b[A-Za-z] + \]b. As for stop words and stemming, in the arXiv classification experiments, we have already proved that keep stop words will lower
FIGURE 23: Paper length distribution of CiteSeerX data set: (A) total distribution in loglog plot; (B) distribution in lower range; (C) distribution in higher range

the classification accuracy, and stemming didn’t cause too much effect to the classification accuracy. Therefore, in this section, we only test with the text model that after stemming and stop words removal, since stemming can lower the vocabulary size that decrease the classification time and space complexity. After the text pre-processing, our CiteSeerX classification experiment will mainly separate into the following two parts:

- **Impact of training size:** Gradually increase the training set size to compare the classification results (use full features).

- **Impact of feature size:** Applied different feature selection algorithms on the full data set and select different highly ranked amount of features to compare the classification results.

Each experiment is tested by the Multinomial Naive Bayes classification algorithm with Uni-gram and Bi-gram model. Also, both un-normalized and normalized feature weight are tested. For feature selection algorithms, as we already showed that $\chi^2$ performs quite similar with Mutual Information and overall $\chi^2$ can achieve better performance than Mutual Information. Thus we don’t use Mutual Information in this section. However, as a comparison, we still use pointwise mutual information (PMI) to test the impact of feature sizes to the classification results. We use two powerful servers with 24 core CPU and 256GB memory to run the CiteSeerX classification experiments.

Fig 23 shows the length distribution of CiteSeerX data set, the blue curve is for papers in CS class, and the red curve is for papers in non-CS class. The value of length is the number of words in a papers after stop words removal. The count is based on length range
500, which means the lengths between \([500n, 500(n + 1)]\) are group and count together. Compared with arXiv data set, CiteSeerX average document length are much larger. There are even papers longer than \(10^6\), and lengths of different papers varies greatly. We can also see from Fig 16 that non-CS papers tend to be longer than CS papers. Fig 16 (B) shows the length distribution on smaller value ranges. In most of the ranges, the number of CS papers are more than non-CS papers, however, in larger length ranges, non-CS papers are more than CS papers.

6.4.2 Impact of Training Set Size

In this section, we aim to find out the effect of the training set size to the classification results. In the previous arXiv experiments, we conclude that with the increasing of the training set size, the classification results (measured by \(F_1\)) indeed increase, but the increasing trend gradually become slower, similar with \(y = \log x\), at first the classification results increased very fast, and then gradually slow down. We need to find out whether this increasing trend can also be applied to the CiteSeerX data set.

Deal with huge sizes

We randomly sampled 13 different training sets with different sizes. The training set varies from 1,000 papers up to the full set 1,200,000 papers. The increasing of the training set size accord with exponential growth trend. Each sampled training sets keep the data set balanced. For Uni-gram features, we use all features to do the classification experiments for each of the 13 training sets. However, for Bi-gram features, the size of the vocabulary on the full training set can be so huge that even our servers could not handle such a huge feature set. The average Bi-gram feature set length for a document is averagely 15 times bigger than Uni-gram feature set, which means 15 times more memory will be consumed to process the Bi-gram feature set than Uni-gram feature set. Based on our observation, using Python programming language to deal with the Uni-gram feature set on the full training set (1,200,000 papers) consumes around 100GB memory, which means the corresponding Bi-gram feature set will consume 1500GB memory, which is unfeasible. Therefore, for the Bi-gram all feature set, using all features, we only do classification experiments on the first 10 different training sets that sizes varies from 1,000 to 200,000.
However, alternatively, if not using all features, only use part of the features to construct the Bi-gram feature set, the total vocabulary and the memory consumption could be lowered down. Since in the previous section we proved that $\chi^2$ is very efficient to highly rank popular words and give rare / small words relatively less scores, while PMI can perform even better if feature size is large enough. Hence, we first use $\chi^2$ or PMI to rank all Bi-gram features and only limit the top $k$ ranked features to include into feature set to do classification. By using this method, we can still run Bi-gram features on all the 13 different training sets up to 1,200,000 papers. We use two different $k$ values ($k = 500,000$ and $k = 50,000$) to test the differences of classification results. We use these four models (Uni-gram, Bi-gram, Bi-gram limiting 500,000 features and Bi-gram limiting 50,000 features) to test the impact of training set size to the classification results. Each model is tested with three different feature weighting schemes: un-normalized (original CTF), length normalized, fully normalized.

**Experiment Results**

Fig. 24 shows the thorough comparisons of all the classification results of all models. Panel (A) shows the comparison of the three different feature weighting schemes for both Uni-gram and Bi-gram models with unlimited features ($k = +\infty$). All the 6 performance curves have the increasing trend, similar with arXiv data set, at first the $F_1$ value increasing speed is faster, when the training set size gain to a large number, the increasing speed drops. Finally, when reaching the full training set size, the $F_1$ value also reaches the best for all the models. The three red curves represent the Uni-gram classification results and blue curves show the Bi-gram results. We can see that with the same training set size, Bi-gram performs better than Uni-gram at around 1% $F_1$ value. Even at last when training set size gain to 1,200,000, the best Uni-gram model didn’t out perform the best Bi-gram model at size 200,000. Take a closer look at the three red Uni-gram curves, we can see that at first the full normalized model performs the worst, while at full training set size it outperform all the other two feature weighting models. However, as for Bi-gram, un-normalized Bi-gram model performs the best among all the three Bi-gram models while full normalized model performs the worst, which shows a contrary result compared with Uni-gram models.

Fig. 24 (B) shows the three feature weighting models under Bi-gram with limit of 500K features ($k = 500,000$), and (C) with limit of 50K features ($k = 50,000$). Different with using all Bi-gram features, both the two plots show that length normalization models
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FIGURE 24: Classification Results when increasing training set size. X-axis: training set size, Y-axis: $F_1$ value. (A) 3 feature weighting schemes under Unigram and Bigram (Unlimited features); (B) 3 feature weighting schemes under Bigram (limit 500K features); (C) 3 feature weighting schemes under Bigram (limit 50K features); (D) Overall comparison of Unigram and Bigram
performs the best, while un-normalized models perform the worst. 500K features model perform better than 50K features model, however all of them still performs better than Bi-gram all features models in (A). The interesting phenomenon is that by limiting the number of features, the length normalization model perform better than full normalization model, this is because rare words in CiteSeerX data set may not reliable due to the text cleanness problem, and TF-iDF give more weights to rare words. We can also see from Fig. 24 (B) (C) that performs more stable than PMI, but overall PMI can reach the best \( F_1 \) result. Especially for PMI, un-normalized models perform very poor, and the performances of models with \( k = 50,000 \) drops at last (training size > 400K) due to the feature size is not large enough to keep the \( F_1 \) values. At last, (D) shows the comparison between all the best Uni-gram and Bi-gram models, we can see that Uni-gram first performs much lower than Bi-gram models, but at last the increasing speed is faster than Bi-gram models. As a conclusion, we summarize the following points:

- Cut lower ranked Bi-gram features can increase the performance, since CiteSeerX data set is not as clean as arXiv, there are mal-formed text and lowered ranked features may contain lots of noisy / mal-formed words.

- After cut lower ranked Bi-gram features, length normalization without TF-iDF significantly performs the best. Due to the length variation of CiteSeerX papers, length normalization may be more powerful applied on CiteSeerX data set.

**Impact of Normalization to Precision and Recall**

Fig. 25 shows the comparison of Precision, Recall and \( F_1 \) value curves with the increasing of training set size and Table 22 shows the statistics of Precision, Recall and \( F_1 \) value of using full training set size in detail. (A) plots the Uni-gram models, and we use Full normalized model to compare since it performs the best, and (B) plots the Bi-gram models and we use Length normalized model to compare. We can see from both plots that after normalization, \( F_1 \) value becomes slightly better, and the gap between precision and recall greatly reduced. Before normalization, more non-CS papers are classified as CS papers which lowered the precision value, while most of the CS papers has been classified correctly so that recall value is high. After normalization, due to the length balance, less non-CS papers are wrongly classified that pull up the precision value.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>(F_1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uni-gram (+∞)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td>0.6983</td>
<td>0.5097</td>
<td>0.6432</td>
<td>0.8818</td>
<td>0.7436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len NL</td>
<td>0.7179</td>
<td>0.5837</td>
<td>0.6706</td>
<td>0.8492</td>
<td>0.7493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td><strong>0.7377</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6481</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7014</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8235</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7572</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bi-gram (+∞)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td><strong>0.7192</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.5425</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6613</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8921</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7594</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len NL</td>
<td>0.7352</td>
<td>0.6515</td>
<td>0.7006</td>
<td>0.8152</td>
<td>0.7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td>0.7342</td>
<td>0.6530</td>
<td>0.7007</td>
<td>0.8117</td>
<td>0.7520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bi-gram (500K PMI)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td>0.7032</td>
<td>0.5750</td>
<td>0.6617</td>
<td>0.8313</td>
<td>0.7369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len NL</td>
<td><strong>0.7342</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6088</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6872</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8596</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7638</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td>0.7290</td>
<td>0.5944</td>
<td>0.6804</td>
<td>0.8637</td>
<td>0.7612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bi-gram (50K CHI)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-NL</td>
<td>0.7072</td>
<td>0.5040</td>
<td>0.6473</td>
<td>0.9103</td>
<td>0.7566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len NL</td>
<td><strong>0.7280</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.5941</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6798</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8618</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7601</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full NL</td>
<td>0.7213</td>
<td>0.5696</td>
<td>0.6698</td>
<td>0.8730</td>
<td>0.7580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 22: Classification Results Comparison of Uni-gram and Bi-gram with size of 1,200,000 papers (the size of Bi-gram with unlimited features is 200,000)

FIGURE 25: Comparison of precision, recall and \(F_1\) before and after normalization; (A) Uni-gram unlimited features; (B) Bi-gram 500K features (Selected by \(\chi^2\))
6.4.3 Time Complexity

We use 3-fold cross validation to do each of the classification evaluation experiment. The classifier running time grows very fast with the increasing of the size of training data set. By using the sparse matrix, the running time complexity can be reduced to $O(nl_{avg})$ instead of $O(nV)$, where $n$ is the training set size, $l_{avg}$ is the average number of features in a document, and $V$ is the size of vocabulary ($l_{avg} \ll V$). From Table 22 we can see that when the training set size grows to 1,200,000, Uni-gram with unlimited features cost 33 minutes to finish a 3-fold cross validation, while Bi-gram with 1 million features limitation takes 1 hour 42 minutes. Since the whole Bi-gram set contains 337 million features, we can’t run the Bi-gram with unlimited features with the full set. Retreat back to a smaller data set that contains 200,000 papers, while Bi-gram with unlimited features takes 1 hour 12 minutes to run a 3-fold cross validation, however, Uni-gram with unlimited features only takes 4 minutes and Bi-gram with 1 million features only takes 23 minutes. Fig. 26 also shows the trend of time consumed of running Multinomial Naive Bayes with the increasing of training set size. The X-axis correspond to the 13 different sampled training sets. 10 correspond to size 200,000, after that Bi-gram with unlimited features is not tested, but the running time should greatly exceed 8000 seconds if keep increasing the size for this model.
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6.4.4 Impact of feature size

FIGURE 27: Top features selected by different methods. Panel (A) and (C): $\chi^2$; (B) and (D): $PMI$. (A) and (B) are Uni-gram models; (C) and (D) are Bi-gram models.

After tokenization, stemming and stop words removing, the full CiteSeerX training data set (1,200,000 papers) contains 24,299,156 Uni-gram features and 337,227,855 Bi-gram features. We applied two feature selection algorithms ($\chi^2$ and PMI) onto the Uni-gram and Bi-gram features. Fig. 27 shows the distribution of the 3,000 top ranked features among all the features. The rank is based on the feature selection scores in an descending order. Compared with arXiv data set, the differences of top ranked features between $\chi^2$ and PMI algorithms can be more clearly seen. Most of the top $\chi^2$ ranked features are concentrated at higher CTF ranges, while still deviated from $y = x$. Such words are very popular words that maybe used in many major disciplines. Even so, they still have occurrence differences between CS and non-CS class. On the other hand, PMI still shows the same result compared with arXiv data set, it tend to rank very exclusive features to the top, all the top ranked features under PMI are concentrated surround the axis areas, which means the CTF in other class is almost 0. We can see that the CTF range of CiteSeerX features are much larger than arXiv features. In arXiv data set, the CTF of top occurred Uni-gram features
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are within the range of $10^5$, and Bi-gram features within $10^4$. However, as we can see in Fig. 27, top occurred Uni-gram features nearly reach $10^8$ CTF value, while top occurred Bi-gram features also exceed $10^6$ CTF value. Note that in CiteSeerX, we have used stemming to process the text, and the feature distribution showed in arXiv data set didn’t apply with stemming algorithm. Even if stemming is used in CiteSeerX data set, the size of vocabulary and feature CTF are still much larger than arXiv data set. This also shows that much more different words are used in the whole paper full text than in abstracts and titles (arXiv data set). However, we also need to consider the potential mal-formed text in CiteSeerX data set since the data set cleanness and accuracy is lower than arXiv so that lots of mal-formed text can form lots of new features.

Analysis of top ranked features by $\chi^2$

Table 23 shows the top 70 ranked Uni-gram and Bi-gram features by using $\chi^2$ algorithm. All the features shown are after stemming processing. For the features that have higher CTF in CS, we bold and use red color to highlight the text to make them more clearly to be seen. We can see that among the top 70 Uni-gram features, the ratio of CS features and non-CS features tend to be equal, while ratio of Bi-gram CS features tend to be higher than non-CS Bi-gram features. The top ranked CS features are indeed very popular words appears in all categories of papers. For example: ”algorithm” as the first ranked CS features, appears 9 million times in all 600,000 CS papers and 5.1 million times in 600,000 non-CS papers. Accordingly, all the top ranked features are popular words that both have high CTF and CDF (class document frequency) in both classes, but the two CTF values still have great differences (deviated from $y = x$). In the last section, we showed that the top ranked non-CS features in arXiv data set are mainly in the categories of Physics and Math. Different from arXiv data set, we can see from Table 23 that top ranked non-CS features are more related to non-science and engineering areas (e.g. country, market, water, school, health care, climate change), even words shouldn’t belong to academic research articles. This may caused by the crawling problem of CiteSeerX data set, we observed that some of the papers that labeled as non-CS class are not academic articles, there are all kinds of documents included, e.g. slides, reports, manuals, instructions, etc.. Hence, lots of words can appear in non-CS class.
### TABLE 23: Top 70 Uni-gram and Bi-gram CiteSeerX Features Selected by \( \chi^2 \) (features with higher CTF in CS are highlighted with red color)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Uni-gram</th>
<th>Bi-gram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tikitapic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgpoint</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moeror</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zhibeta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xmrnreg</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smnmap</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjnaam</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lapap</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsf</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osfxr</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgfio</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssread</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naeab</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecorefer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>springerni</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sori</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjioedc</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgkeyy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adobeconv</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgfusepath</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emisslicit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mwarray</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drawingml</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgfipictur</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sortedcontinu</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tscodi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iteratei</td>
<td>1252</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infofchum</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naerdc</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smjcat</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sacapa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgmathresult</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eurisotema</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reliabilityfrst</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objectlinklist</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjmeal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usetiwikibari</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tpwe</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbenviron</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myxamchik</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdchmm</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batchact</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kimireq</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcoxcx</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxsm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orderedcontinu</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pggpathinetto</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feederindex</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vmsnap</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdrv</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hrungsgebiet</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itdseo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colohdg</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjmsettlement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timequest</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ldapux</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algoe</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmissexmpl</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacoa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tautngt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osxonmexecl</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nccedo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rmajett</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxisip</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apastag</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jncdor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liga</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ombalt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 24: Top 70 Uni-gram and Bi-gram CiteSeerX Features Selected by PMI (features with higher CTF in CS are highlighted with red color)
Analysis of top ranked features by PMI

Now let’s turn to the top 70 selected Uni-gram and Bi-gram features by PMI algorithm. Very different from $\chi^2$ algorithm, PMI ranked very exclusive unpopular words into the top position. As shown in Table 24, most of the top ranked PMI selected features are even malformed words due to the PDF parsing problem. And most of the features have very low CDF (class document frequency) which shows that these features only centralized in very few document. For example: the 3rd ranked feature ”moferror”, only appear in 7 non-CS documents but in total have 3,071 occurrences. It is highly possible that the 7 documents have PDF parsing problem or the documents not belong to academic articles, maybe they are just some web pages or even source codes.

Moreover, there are much more non-CS features than CS features that ranked as top features. This phenomenon illustrates that non-CS documents have more features exclusively and highly occurred. This is reasonable since non-CS class can include any kinds of documents. As a contrary, our CS class is obtained from DBLP data set which only focus on published CS articles so that the exclusively word concentration is not as large as those non-CS documents.

Another observation to the top PMI ranked feature list is that CS features with lower CTF can be ranked into a similar position with a non-CS feature that have higher CTF value. For example: ”moferror” has CTF value 7,884 in non-CS class and ranked as 3rd, while ”zibeta” has CTF value 3,071 in CS class and ranked as 4th. This is because the total document length in non-CS is larger than total length in CS. Considering the equation to calculate the PMI score, it is calculated by $\left| \log_2 \frac{N_1 N_{11}}{N_{11} N_1} \right| + \left| \log_2 \frac{N_1 N_{10}}{N_{10} N_1} \right|$, where $N_{1i}$ represents the feature’s CTF in class $i$, $N_1$ represents the total document length in class $i$, and $N_1$ represents the total occurrences of the feature in all documents among both classes. Because $N_{1CS} < N_{1nonCS}$, which means total document length of CS is smaller than non-CS, thus higher $N_{1nonCS}$ ranked into a similar positive with lower $N_{1CS}$. Actually if we use length normalized feature weight to calculate the feature selection scores, the unbalanced phenomenon will become more severe since all CS features will be ranked to a lower position.

As a conclusion, we can see that PMI feature selection algorithm is not so reliable to apply to CiteSeerX data set, the top ranked exclusive features can contain lots of mal-
formed words. Much larger feature size need to be used in order to ensure the classification accuracy. However, we will still examine the performance of PMI algorithm at CiteSeerX data set to find out if PMI can still outperform $\chi^2$ if the amount of features used is large enough.

**Uni-gram Experiment Results**

![Graphs showing F1 score vs feature size for Uni-gram model with different normalization types.](image)

FIGURE 28: Impact of feature size for Uni-gram model, with combination of text normalization. (A) Uni-gram un-normalized; (B) Uni-gram length normalized; (C) Uni-gram fully normalized

Fig. 28 shows the classification results of Uni-gram model when using the three different feature weighting schemes. Each plot shows the comparison of $\chi^2$ and PMI algorithms under the same feature weighting scheme. Similar with the results we obtained from arXiv data set, using un-normalized feature, when the number of selected features is large enough, PMI performs even better than using all features (Fig. 28 (A)). Under un-normalized feature model, the highest $F_1$ measure value reached by PMI is 0.7477 when using around 4.4 million Uni-gram features, compared with using all features, the $F_1$ result is only 0.7436 (see from Table 22). However, the same as arXiv data set, after feature weight normalization, PMI can no longer perform better than using all features, but normalized feature weight can let PMI increases faster, with feature size larger than $10^4$, PMI can surpass $\chi^2$ for both length normalization and full normalization environment. Moreover, if too few features are used,
PMI performs very poor, $F_1$ measure value even lower than 0.2. The reason is because the unreliable exclusive words appear in the parsed full text. From Table 24 we can see that the top ranked features are more likely to be mal-formed words. Another reason is the much longer document length compared with arXiv data set, more PMI selected features need to be included in order to give the classifier sufficient information to correctly classify documents.

As for the comparison of three feature weighting models, un-normalized feature weight perform the worst, while full normalized feature weight perform the best, even at feature size 50,000 under $\chi^2$ algorithm, the classification $F_1$ value has already surpass un-normalized feature weight model with full feature size. From all the three plots in Fig. 28 we can see that $\chi^2$ has very stable performance. For un-normalized models, it only fluctuate from 0.72 to 0.743. However, fully normalized model is not as stable as un-normalized model, at first (smallest feature size) it performs the worst, but with the increase of feature size, it quickly surpass all the other two feature weighting models.

**Bi-gram Experiment Results**

![Bi-gram Experiment Results](image)

**FIGURE 29:** Impact of feature size for Bi-gram model, with combination of text normalization. (A) Bi-gram un-normalized; (B) Bi-gram length normalized; (C) Bi-gram fully normalized

Fig. 29 shows the comparisons of classification results of Uni-gram model when using the
three different feature weighting schemes. The size of the training set of this experiment is 200,000. Note that Uni-gram feature size experiment we use the full training size: 1,200,000 papers. 29 (A) shows the comparison of $\chi^2$ and PMI under un-normalized model. The same as arXiv data set and Uni-gram CiteSeerX data set, $F_1$ for $\chi^2$ keep increasing with the increase of feature size, while using all features (around 60 million) the $F_1$ results reaches the highest value 0.7594. However, PMI reach its best $F_1$ value when only use 6.5 million top ranked features, the $F_1$ is 0.7621 even higher than using all features. Also, at first PMI perform very poor, while the number of features is larger than $10^6$, it start to perform better than $\chi^2$.

In 29 (B) (C), we can see that the Bi-gram shows a different trend of the changes of $F_1$ values. In both normalized models, when using more than 50,000 features, the classification $F_1$ value start to drop, which shows the over fitting phenomenon. Although at last when using all features, both length normalization model and full normalization cannot out perform un-normalized model, but when using around 50,000 features, the $F_1$ values are much higher than using all features, which can compete with un-normalized model. Note that 1. normalized model can reduce the gap between precision and recall which indicates a better classification result even though the $F_1$ values are similar; 2. normalized model reaches 0.76 $F_1$ (by using PMI) with only 50,000 features for which time and space cost for train the classifier is much smaller than using all features. Based on the above two aspects, it can be concluded that normalized models are better than un-normalized model.

Moreover, when the number of features exceeds $10^4$, PMI start to perform better than $\chi^2$, which illustrates that normalized model can let PMI have better performance using less features than un-normalized model. Among the two normalized Bi-gram models, the over fitting problem exists. This can illustrated that low text accuracy and data set cleanness problem in CiteSeerX data set can cause Bi-gram model produce much more noisy features (constructed by mal-formed words). Thus we can see that both the two feature selection algorithm performance drops when feature size is too large. It is surprising that PMI can reach the best perform and greatly surpass $\chi^2$ by only using top 50,000 (0.1%) features. As for the comparison between two normalized models, length normalization model perform slightly better than full normalization model, this is because that rare words (especially Bi-gram) is highly possible to be mal-formed words, full normalization that using TF-idf give such rare words more weights that may lower the classification results.
6.4.5 Observation to the Naive Bayes Classification Result

![Diagram of Naive Bayes Classification Probability Distributions](image)

**FIGURE 30:** Naive Bayes Classification Probability Distributions: Uni-gram (a) and closer look on smaller values (b) and bigger values (c)

Fig. 30 shows the Multinomial Naive Bayes classification probability distributions. Each node represents a paper, the X-axis is the probability score of class CS and the Y-axis is the probability score of class non-CS. If a node locates in the southeast side of $y = x$, it will be classified as CS, otherwise non-CS. Blue nodes in the plot represent the correctly classified papers, and red nodes represent the wrongly classified papers. Compared with arXiv classification result shown in Fig. 22, the conclusion remains the same: wrongly classified papers are more centralized around $y = x$, which means they have more similar probability scores between the two classes. However, compare with arXiv data set in Fig. 22 again, we can see from Fig. 30 (a) that all the nodes are more attached to $y = x$, and the probability value range is much larger than arXiv range. This is mainly because every document in CiteSeerX data set contains the whole paper text, the length is much longer than abstract and titles included in arXiv data set, adding the probability of all the words appear in whole paper text cause the much larger probability range. Because the range is large and due to the scaling of the plot, the nodes look more attached to $y = x$. If we take a closer look at Fig. 30 (b) (c), we can see that nodes are still deviated from $y = x$ and correctly classified papers tend to be more deviated. Fig. 30 (b) shows the closer look at smaller probability values, we can see that there are more CS papers appeared than non-CS papers; Fig. 30 (c) shows the larger probability value ranges, more non-CS papers appear. This phenomenon further illustrates that more non-CS papers have long document length than CS papers.

Moreover, from Table 25 we can see that top mis-classified non-CS papers are highly
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Static RAM with Multiple Sensing Schemes For Mentor 1997 Student VLSI Design Contest In Digital Design Category and Novice Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Document for the Real-Time Message Passing Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Handbook of Constraint Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Handbook of Applied Cryptography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Interim Reports on work of the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. PPFS: A High Performance Portable Parallel File System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Lecture Notes in Computer Science 3593 Commenced Publication in 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Final report of European project: number IST-1999-12324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Advanced Topics in Computer Systems CS262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Space-time coding techniques with bit-interleaved coded modulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Fundamentals of Computer Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Planning Algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. On Protocol Security in the Cryptographic Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 25: Example of top mis-classified non-CS papers**

Similar with CS papers. Actually lots of them are not academic papers, those non-CS instances include report, review, books, even CS course materials. Due to the labeling problem, part of the labeled non-CS papers can actually be CS papers. We treat intersection of CiteSeerX and DBLP to be the CS papers. However, DBLP only includes CS papers published on high quality CS publications, it is possible that some other CS papers in CiteSeerX data set haven’t been included in the intersection set. This is the reason why more labeled non-CS papers were mis-classified than labeled CS papers (False Positive higher than False Negative which cause the precision lower than recall). Refer to arXiv data set, for which labels have already been provided, such problems don’t exist. Precision and recall are both in similar high values.
CHAPTER 7

Discussions and Conclusions

In this thesis, we used big scholarly data set with size more than millions documents to answer the question whether Computer Science academic papers can be classified out from papers in all the other research fields. Two data sets are used: CiteSeerX and arXiv. We use DBLP data set to merge with CiteSeerX in order to label CiteSeerX set into CS and non-CS. Based on the difficulties of classifying academic papers, we implemented a comprehensive classification system to conduct lots of experiments for comparison and evaluation:

1. train and test classifier with two algorithms: Naive Bayes (Bernoulli, Multinomial), Logistic Regression.

2. train classifiers with lots of different sizes of training sets, from 1,000 docs up to millions of docs.

3. use three models: Uni-gram, Bi-gram, sentence2vec.

4. use three feature selection algorithms to lower down feature dimensionality: $\chi^2$, PMI, MI.

5. Use two feature weight normalization schemes to deal with length variations: length normalization and full normalization (Len Normalization + TF-iDF).

6. experiment the impact of stop words and stemming to the classification results.

When experimenting with arXiv data set, we find that most classification methods can reach an $F_1$ value as high as 0.9. The best method is Multinomial Naive Bayes on Bi-gram language model, which obtained an $F_1$ value close to 0.95. However, on sentence2vec representation, neither logistic regression nor Naive Bayes can compete with Bi-gram model. Other classification methods, including SVM, are also tested on smaller data sets because
of the scalability issue of these algorithms. SVM performs similar with Logistic Regression on sentence2vec representation. For multinomial Naive Bayes text classification, it was long believed that PMI is not a good candidate for feature selection. On the contrary to this believe, we show that PMI is better than $\chi^2$ and MI. This is probably because of the size of our training data is bigger— in Fig. 21 we can see that PMI is inferior until the feature size exceeds $10^4$. We also shows that stop word removing improves the performance for all the methods, including bag of words model, Bi-gram model, and various classification methods on distributional vector representation of documents. On the other hand, stemming has limited impact on the performance. As for feature weight normalization, full normalization improve the classification accuracy a little bit compared with other schemes, but overall, feature weight normalization can’t bring too much improvement, this is because the lengths of abstract + title are very similar (can be seen from Fig. 16).

However, classification results on CiteSeerX data set are not as good as arXiv data set, the best $F_1$ value we obtained is around 0.76 when using Bi-gram with reduced normalized features. This is partly because of the data set labeling problem and the data set text cleanness problem. Firstly, for the labeling problem, papers not within CiteSeerX and DBLP interestion may still be CS papers. In Table 25 we also show that based on the MNB classification results of labeled non-CS papers, those papers which CS probability highly exceed non-CS probability could actually be CS papers. Thus, it explains the phenomenon that more labeled non-CS papers have been classified as CS papers that lower the precision value. However, we surprised to find out that by using feature weight normalization process, the gap between precision and recall can be lower down and the $F_1$ also improved. Secondly, for the text cleanness problem, we can see from Table 24 that data set contains lots of mal-formed words due to the PDF parsing problem, which also caused the incredibly high feature dimensionality, especially for Bi-gram (more than 330 million features). Thus, under Bi-gram model, in Fig. 24 (A) we can see that using all features the Bi-gram classification results are not the best, and feature normalization cannot improve the results too. But if we select the top $k$ ranked Bi-gram features, the $F_1$ can be improved and length normalization can even further boost the $F_1$ value higher (Fig. 24 (B) (C)). The phenomenon of length normalization performs better than full normalization also infer that TF-iDF weighting may not appropriate for CiteSeerX data set since rare words can be mal-formed words that confused the classifier. If rare words are given too much weights, the classification results
could be affected.

In addition, we also tried to classify papers in narrow areas, such as papers in conferences VLDB, SIGMOD, and ICSE, each class trained on two thousand of papers. We also observed high accuracy in these experiments. Among VLDB and ICSE, the $F_1$ is above 0.98 because these two conferences focus on very different topics, one in database, the other in software engineering. What is surprising is that among VLDB and SIGMOD, which are both database conferences, the $F_1$ value is also above 0.88.

Compared with most of the previous works, it is surprising to see that Computer Science academic papers can be classified with high accuracy (nearly 95%) based on content only. With such high accuracy, we can envision numerous applications in the pipeline. We are building an academic search engine in the area of computer science. When crawling the data from the Web and online social networks, we can judge whether a document is a computer science paper; when conducting author disambiguation, we can determine whether a paper is written by a certain person or a group of researchers or a community of academics; when recommending papers, we can classify the paper according to a researcher’s profile.
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